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THE DAY THE SUN fell out of THE SKY 

"It was another 'standard & typical' day on 
earth, as people were going about doing 
their jobs and all the funny things people 

like to do, while the Sun was Shining in the 
Sky. There was also a small group of local 

kids who had put together a Lemonade 
Stand. People were coming up to the kids 
and buying their lemonade, as business 
looked really good. As the people were 

drinking the lemonade. suddenly the Sun 
began to move, which almost no one 

noticed. The Sun began to drop from the 
Sky! At first the Sun was very slowing 

moving, but soon began to go faster, as one 
of the kids pointed and yelled out, "LOOOK! 

THE SUN IS FALLING FROM THE SKY!!!" 
Then, most of the people standing around 
the Lemonade Stand looked to the Sun, 

while there were still many people who did 
not notice or pay attention. As the adults 

watched the Sun going down, the kids 
immediately looked at each other and got 
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closer together, as one of them said, "WE 
Have To Do Something Right Now!" As they 

looked at each other another one said, 
"WHAT!?" "I don't know either!" Said another 
one, "But we cannot let the Sun completely 
disappear! The Sun makes things grow and 

green, and we will not have anymore lemons 
if the Sun is gone!" Then, several of the kids 

said at the same time, "Let's Go! Let's Go 
and see if we can get to the Sun and stop it 
from falling!" As all the Kids started running 
as fast as they could! The old adults stood 
and wondered what the kids were doing, as 
they saw them take off and running toward 
the falling Sun. As the kids ran and ran, the 

old adults soon went back to what they 
were doing and went along with the Sun 

falling and the Sky getting dark fast. 
DUANEIS REPLACING PAUL TWITCHELL 

"Duane The Great Writer was asked by 
Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides 
to Replace Paul Twitchell in The TruSense 

with what is taking place with The 
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NUPresentation as THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUMAN NOW. The old days of lip-service 
masters and gurus is gone, and the two 

caretaker/janitors (Darwin & HarOld) who 
came after Paul to 'Do Something Wonderful' 

for this world, decided that their personal 
life was far more important and have 

become self-absorbed Korporation Kronees! 
Very few people have The RealCourage to 
See Past the created 'fronts' here, and so 
they will stay Trapped & TapLined by the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) and the old 
masters and gurus of days gone by. The old 
masters are now the Korporation Kings of 
their empires and bought off by the One 
World Order (OWO). SHE, Joanny Klump, 

owner and Dictator of the EEKonkon 
Kontrolling Korporation (KKK) in Minnesota, 

USA, decides everything HarOld says on 
stage (watch his notes) and SHE edits all 
Harry's wisdumb books. I was with Paul in 

the early days, and I am revealing a lot more 
as to what really took place. I am into The 
Real Adventure LifeIS, and not the Kreated 
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Deceptions of the political, religious, 
spiritual, educational and scientific systems. 

There is something with this life for 
everyone, so Have Fun Deciding! 

WHAT MAKES SENSE NOW 

"What Always Makes Sense IS Supporting 
The ALLNatural Environment Supporting US! 

What does not make sense is having to 
constantly remind others about The Reality 
of Surviving Here and What Makes Sense 

with RealSurvival. WWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators provide 'What Makes 

Sense Now!' It is more than obvious, most of 
the people on this planet are more 

interested in traditions, rituals and beliefs, 
than actually surviving with what is Now 

taking place on earth. Human History is an 
indicator of what has not worked for 

surviving here, yet most people are more 
than willing to Keep Agreeing to what 

Destroys The ALL Natural Environment, and 
'Thinking' that by politically saying 
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something and 'Thinking' it is so will make 
everything better. Deception Rules this 
planet, and the unaware indoctrinated 

masses worship and pray to it everyday! 

"Of course, those who rule the earth are not 
interested in The ALLNatural Environment. 

They have their Agenda First! They want this 
world like Mars! What I am presenting will 
only be forgotten and washed away, as the 
majority of people will continue to Agree to 
their own Demise, as they have with all the 
lifetimes they have been here before. Very 

few will Really WakeUp and take advantage 
of what WWE are Presenting Now, as this 

world has been Literally Bred with Robotized 
People who 'Think' they know more than Life 
ITSelf. Many people are mechanically taught 
to pray to their gods, dump their emotional 

love onto this world and expect their saviors 
to return and fix everything they keep 

destroying here. This and so much more has 
been the Marketing Ploy of the One World 

Order Kontrollers for eons, and most people 
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still march to the same routines. Your Life 
and surviving here depends upon the 

choices You Make! Surviving on the earth is 
only part of Your RealExperience with The 

Whole of Life. Do you want to stay 
Kontrolled and misused by the invented 

systems on this 'rock in black space' or do 
YU, The RealU, want to WakeUp and 

Recognize RealFreedom Now? As long as 
YOU keep Agreeing to what is taking place 

here, then YOU will be the Effect of 
everything here... VERY REAL! 

PAUL TWITCHELL and DISCRIMINATION 

"Paul did Discriminate, as he showed me 
many times and he was also teaching me 
how to write. He was very prejudice about 

people being Deceptive and Deceiving 
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others. Paul was very focused on what he 
presented with his creation of Eckankar, 
The Ancient Science of Soul Travel. I was 
young when Rebazar & Paul were trying to 

teach Darwin and HarOld to take their 
positions with do something more than what 
Paul first presented, and because they did 

not pay attention and did not have The 
Awareniss The RealGuides do, Darwin and 
HarOld became 'lame' and self-absorbed 

miniature mucky masters. Paul created the 
'Disciplines' like a boot camp to prepare 

people for what was to come as the Bigger 
Steps to RealFreedom. Paul set forth the 

foundation as the BabySitter to gently bring 
people along until they could possibly stand 

on their own. Rebazar & Paul showed me 
many times the FuturVU and what would 

basically take place as the two 'title 
stealing' little master would do their acts 

and get all caught up in their own 
phenomena, and sure enough it has all come 

to be! 
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THE REALCONNECTION BEYOND CREATION 

"Very few people really know what is 
Beyond Creation, as very few people know 
what they are doing in Creation and how it 
all came about. Most people just live their 
life here and chase what is presented to 
them from the Kontrolling Systems into 

more unconscious lifetimes of even worse 
situations than Now. WWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators, WWE have The 

RealConnection to The LifeLevels of The 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom. Many 

people in Creation 'Think' they have a direct 
line to Reality, but for the most part, they 

are contacting the Astral Light and the 
angels and saints in the Astral Realm where 
Your Astral Body is, as this is the Emotional/
Sensation Body. You have four other bodies 
beside just the Physical Body that YU, The 
RealU, is operating. The Real UNUversal 

Guides are from The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS. The RealGuides have The 
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RealConnection with The SoundLight 
ALLAliveniss of THE ALLIS. 

"The Deceptors, the Authoritarians of the 
earth, the KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 

Korporations), the political, religious, 
spiritual, educational and scientific system 
inventions, along with the invented Gods of 
Man, are all part of the distorted inventions 

for HUman Farming on this planet and so 
many others. You are in Their Designed 

Matrix and You do not know this! You keep 
Agreeing to whatever they create and tell 
You to do, and so You will be returning in 

deformed bodies into future lifetimes, 
because this is a Purposely Poisoned Prison 
Planet, and this is how the Authorities like 
this place! There is a Lot More that You are 
Not Seeing, and WWE can show You how to 
Escape Cause & Effect Creation into Real 

UNUverses of Purity & RealFreedom! To do 
so, YU, The RealU, must Be The Real 

RiskTaker and do what You have never done 
before! Are You ready for this, or are You 
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going to keep 'pretending' there is a life for 
You on this 'Place in Life' called earth? WWE 
are The NUWay Out of Boring Reincarnation 

and Old Karma from the Gods of Man, but 
You must decide for yourself to Take The 

Risk! Have Fun Deciding! 

PAUL TWITCHELL IS THE REALCONNECTION 
REBAZAR TARZS IS THE REALCONNECTION 

KATA DAKI IS THE REALCONNECTION 
GOPAL DAS IS THE REALCONNECTION 

TOWART MANAGI and THE 
REALCONNECTION 

"Paul Twitchell & The Real UNUversal 
Guides IS The RealConnection with The 

SoundLight ALLAliveniss of THE ALLIS. The 
RealGuides have played many 'roles' to get 

the attention of those still asleep in Cause & 
Effect Creation. In the past, they have 

created many different paths and teachings 
with many labels as masters and gurus, 
saints and saviors, or whatever! They 

referred to the Gods of Man, as somewhere 
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to start from for those unaware of The Real 
UNUverses. The Old Days of 'pretty words & 

wisdom' are gone and exist only as a 
'reference' and nothing more. Those who 
still Emotionally Kling (EK) to the ideas of 
spiritual paths, souls, saviors, masters and 
gods, are infected by the Reptilian Kalaum 
Lord God of all politics and religion on this 
earth! The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 

own the earth, and they have a Designed 
Mind Kontrolling Matrix all thru Cause & 
Effect Creation! Those who worship and 

pray to gods are being Astrally TapLined and 
held here for more lifetimes of even worse 

conditions than Now! Duane The Great 
Writer IS THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW! 
The Real UNUversal Guides, Rebazar Tarzs, 

Paul Twitchell, Gopal Das, Fubbi Quantz, 
Yauble Sacabi, Towart Managi, Kata Daki, 
and the endless multitude of others, stand 
with DuaneIS THE NUMAN NOW! The old 

idea of the 'Rod of Power' is gone, and those 
who use this idea are deceiving others. The 

RealGuides Do Not recognize other 'light 
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workers' as these people are relating to the 
Astral Realm and the Gods of Man. 

"The many teachings relating to 'seeing the 
light' and galactic 'this and that' are 

physical/astral ideas from the minds of the 
inventors. Most of them are 'fronts' created 
by the RATS to seduce people into 'Thinking' 

they will be saved by the Reptilian God 
Kalaum! The Whole of LifeIS moreso than 

anything in Creation. The 'spiritual' 
gatherings and things like Christ 

Consciousness and many other labeled 
ideas, are nothing more than TapLining 
Parties for the RATS to feast upon those 

who are expressing their Astral Love 
Sensations. There is Love, which is mainly 

Astral Emotions and Feelings (the RATS 
Love Emotional Love and Stress). Then there 

IS RealLUV, which is like the Sun Shining 
upon ALL!. RealLUV IS Your RealAwareniss, 

as YU, The RealU, learns to Recognize 
RealLUV with The RealConnection to The 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom! You can 
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stay here as long as you want with only your 
Emotional Love, or you can Take The Risk by 

Singing The NUSound, NU~U, and Let Life 
Show YU 'What IS Real Now!' You are always 
deciding Your Life! The old words of HU, OM, 
AUM, Amen and others attract the RATS and 

they Love to hear them. It is always Your 
Choice to WakeUp Now or Stay Lost here! 

TESLA & THE REALGUIDES 

"DUANEIS REWRITING HISTORY... There is a 
Real Hidden Adventure Happening Right 

Now, that most people will not See, because 
they are too busy with their Fabricated LA 
LA Land Life in the Designed Matrix of the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who 
Kontrol this planet. The over-educated 

know-it-alls who are doing the most damage 
to The ALLNatural Environment Supporting 
ALL of US, 'Think' they know more than Life 
ITSelf, as these people are the ones who are 
deeply embedded into the Time Track with 
more future lives to come, and who are also 
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Agreeing with the Destructive Tech of today! 
Nicola Tesla was secretly working with The 

Real UNUversal Guides while he was on 
earth. His mission was to provide a Safe 
Technology for people, as the RATS were 
bringing their Destructive Tech for their 

HUman Farming of this planet! I met Tesla 
on The RealSide decades ago, as Rebazar 

Tarzs introduced me to him, and then 
Rebazar took Tesla and I into several past 
lives where we were friends. Tesla and I 
created many things together that were 

before their time, but were never known by 
the public. This earth is a Warring Planet, 

and many people misuse what they can get 
here. On The RealSide, Tesla is working with 
The RealGuides and myself for The ALLSolar 
Research Vessel Project. The NUVessels are 

already created on The RealSide and will 
someday appear here. WWE are Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators, and The NUVessels 
will be UNUversal UNUversities for Nations 
United (NU) to educate people about The 
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ALLNatural Environment, because this is 
Everyone's Planet! 

MisAdventures of The DownFall of HarOld & 
Joanny Klump of EEKonkon 

MisAdventures of The DownFall of HarOld & 
Joanny Klump of EEKonkon... 

"It is a cold and very stormy night in the 
Lower Astral Realm, where HarOld & Joanny 

Klump, Kontrolling TapLiners with their 
Reptilian God Kalaum, reside. After a long 

day of writing Phoney Baloney Pretty Words 
for his upcoming seminars with HER 
MemberShrimps, Harry sits back and 

watches his Reptilian Subliminal TV. Then 
SHE walks in from HER nightly Astral 
TapLining with HER Band of Witches... 

"Harry! Did you finish what I wanted you to 
Write?" (SHE asks demandingly). Harry 

looked up at Joanny in a boyish manner and 
said, "Yes Dear, you can edit it and give it 
back to me whenever you want." (as SHE 

looked straight at him). "You are a good little 
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master, Harry, and the gods will bless 
you!" (SHE said as SHE laughed HER way 
into the kitchen). Then there was a death-
wrenching scream from HER... "HARRY!!! 

Who in the Hell ate the TapLined 
Dismembered MemberShrimp I was going to 
have for dinner? Harry started to slowly get 
up and walk to another room and hide, when 

suddenly, Joanny Kroany came marching 
into the room with a radical scowl on HER 
Face! "Come back here Harry and sit! (SHE 

said as SHE pointed to Harry's favorite 
LazyBoy Chair). "Did you invite some of the 
Reptilian Regime over here again and play 
PokeHer with THEM again?" Harry hung his 
head, as he was afraid to look up at HER. 

"You did, didn't you!" (SHE said, and knowing 
he did). "Yes Dear" (Harry said a bit sad). "I 

wanted to have some friends come over, 
because I hardly see anyone when I am 
here. I get very lonely when you are out 

every night TapLining our PrayPaying 
Worshipers" (he said sadly). "Harry, you are 
such a little brat sometimes. I want you to 
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stand up and turn around and bend over and 
put your hands on the chair, because i am 
going to spank you again!" (SHE said, as 

Harry did what SHE told him to do. SHE then 
grabbed HER flying broom and whacked him 

several times on his rear!) 

"STAY TUNED FOR MORE MISADVENTURES 
FROM THE LOWER END OF THE 'ONE WORLD 

ORDER' BOUGHT-OFF KONTROLLERS, 
REPTILIAN JOANNY & HARRY KLUMP! YOU 
CAN SEE MORE OF THEIR 'FRONTS' ON THE 

EARTH AND THE LOWER ASTRAL REALM 
WITH THEIR TAPLINING TEMPLES AND 

HARRY'S PICTURE TO WORSHIP AND PRAY 
TO. MOST OF THE UNAWARE AND DUMBED 
DOWN MEMBERSHRIMPS KEEP BUSY WITH 

UNINTERESTING PHONEY JOANNY AND 
FAKE MASTER HAROLD! 

YOU KNOW BEST 

"YOU KNOW BEST is a statement I many 
times give to people who make 'statements' 
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to me about what they 'Seem' to know for 
themselves and what they 'Think' they know 

about what I am presenting, according to 
their worldly and educated experiences, 

which are never based upon The Real 
UNUverses & The Whole of Life. YOU KNOW 

BEST is for people who want to do things 
'their' way, which is only about Their 

Personal Created Self, as they 'Seem' to 
know more than Life ITSelf according to 

their own mind. In other words, they 'Think' 
they do know more than Life, so therefore it 

is so. I understand, as I am very 
understanding with what they decide, 
because they have the right to decide 
whatever they want to. I model The 

NUPresentation and what I am doing after 
what Rebazar Tarzs & Paul Twitchell & The 
Real UNUversal Guides who have taught me 
for lifetimes. They always Demonstrate to 

me they are a UNUversal Community 
Supporting Themselves & Everyone who is a 

Real RiskTaker. I receive all kinds of 
'statements' from the 'know-it-alls' who want 
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to do things on their own and do not want to 
be part of a group or support others. This is 
very understandable, as there are so many 

things created on this world that are Phoney 
Baloney. It is like a Farmer and his wife 

raising several children to where the 
children also support the whole family. This 

Makes Sense. But if one of the children 
wants to go and farm just for themselves, 

then they do so alone and it is just for them. 
Can The RealGuides work with a person like 

this? Maybe a little bit, but for The Bigger 
Picture of RealFreedom Now... NO! YU, The 
RealU, has to Be 100% Real with The Real 

UNUversal Guides and Completely 
Dedicated! 

TESLA & THE REALGUIDES 

"DUANEIS REWRITING HISTORY... There is a 
Real Hidden Adventure Happening Right 
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Now, that most people will not See, because 
they are too busy with their Fabricated LA 
LA Land Life in the Designed Matrix of the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who 
Kontrol this planet. The over-educated 

know-it-alls who are doing the most damage 
to The ALLNatural Environment Supporting 
ALL of US, 'Think' they know more than Life 
ITSelf, as these people are the ones who are 
deeply embedded into the Time Track with 
more future lives to come, and who are also 
Agreeing with the Destructive Tech of today! 
Nicola Tesla was secretly working with The 

Real UNUversal Guides while he was on 
earth. His mission was to provide a Safe 
Technology for people, as the RATS were 
bringing their Destructive Tech for their 

HUman Farming of this planet! I met Tesla 
on The RealSide decades ago, as Rebazar 

Tarzs introduced me to him, and then 
Rebazar took Tesla and I into several past 
lives where we were friends. Tesla and I 
created many things together that were 

before their time, but were never known by 
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the public. This earth is a Warring Planet, 
and many people misuse what they can get 

here. On The RealSide, Tesla is working with 
The RealGuides and myself for The ALLSolar 
Research Vessel Project. The NUVessels are 

already created on The RealSide and will 
someday appear here. WWE are Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators, and The NUVessels 
will be UNUversal UNUversities for Nations 
United (NU) to educate people about The 
ALLNatural Environment, because this is 

Everyone's Planet! 

Missionaries of HU KALAUM GOD 

"This is the continuing 'MisAdventures of 
The DownFall of HarOld & Joanny Klump!' 
As, Duane The Great Writer & UNUversal 

Seer, it is easy for me to See what 
Kontrolling Reptilian Joanny Klump is doing, 
as SHE is always spying on me. SHE is very 
egotistically proud of HER Marketing Ploy 

that SHE has gotten the membershrimps to 
Agree to. Just like Joanny, there have been 
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so many in history, and especially today, 
who have created their own type of 

Religious Missionaries to Deceive the 
unaware. History proves the Devastation of 

Religious Reptilian Missionaries, as they 
seduce and intimidate everyone they 

Kontrol. History is always repeating itself 
with the same unaware souls returning and 

doing the same old boring routines and 
'believing' in the same old invented gods. 

Joanny's best effort so far is HER Business 
Marketing of HER Worshiping & PrayPaying 
Missionary Device of Emotional TapLining 

(ET) & Emotional Klinging (EK) & 
MindKontrol. Here we are in a scene from 
Harry & Kroney as SHE instructs janitor 
HarOld what to tell HER dumbed down 

audience at the EK (Evil Karma) seminars... 

"Harry! I had to correct a lot of your pretty 
words to My Members for your talk with the 

next seminar, 'YUGA OF THE REPTILIAN 
JOANNY MISSIONARIES' It must be the over-
doses I have been giving you all these years 
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that is finally crippling you into a stupor 
state of not really knowing what you are 

really doing. Anyhow, I changed the words to 
My ideas and not yours! You want to be at 

your best when you do your speech, because 
the Elites will be listening from the One 

World Order!" 

"From seducing and drugging HarOld Klump, 
to TapLining and Kontrolling Paul Twitchell's 

original presentation, to sneaking in 
Worshiping and PrayPaying of the Kalaum 
God, to Subliminally Infecting the unaware 
membershrimps into becoming HU Virus 

Missionaries... SHE, Reptilian Joanny is in 
Kontrol and HER members Worship HER and 
Agree! The unaware membershrimps 'Think' 

they are worshiping just the Reptilian 
Kalaum God, but... SURPRISE! SURPRISE! 
Joanny is Behind The Curtains Kontrolling 
puppet master Harry, as he gives his lip-

service to HER WiFi Microwaved audiences. 
Who at these seminars is really Paying 

Attention? Have Fun Deciding! 
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RELIGIONS AGAINST VACCINES 
PARENTS AGAINST VACCINES 

"Religions from all over the world are 
expressing their adamant concerns about 

the Purposely Planned Vaccine Affliction & 
Infections many of the governments of this 

world are forcing their people to take. I have 
read numerous reports to where the 

Counsels of Religion are letting the public 
know about the Lethal Ingredients and 

Planned Elimination of people. The Lethal 
Vaccines produce Autism, Comas, Cancers 
and Death! The Evidence is a Proven Fact, 
and not Marketing Ploy like the Authorities 

are giving people. PUBLIC BEWARE! Your so-
called friendly government is out to Get 
YOU! ChemTrails, GMO TechFood, Smart 

Meters, Lethal Vaccines, Poisonous 
Pharmaceuticals, HAARP, Mind Kontrol 
Microwaves and so much more is being 
dumped on the public (YOU) everyday! 
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THE WORLD IS READY for THE NU~U 

"For eons, The Real UNUversal Guides of 
THE ALLIS, have been preparing those 

unaware souls who keep returning here for 
'The Greatest WakeUp Ever!' Beyond the 

invented Gods of Man and the Mental Realm, 
there are Wonderful Real UNUverses of 

Purity and No Karma Ever! WWE as 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators are here to 

WakeUp YU, The RealU, to Becoming 
MoreAware and finally Escaping Cause & 

Effect Creation into The Real UNUverses of 
RealFreedom Now! You have been Trapped & 

TapLined by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) for lifetimes on this planet! They 

invented the DevilGods, Religion, Worshiping 
& Prayer, Politics, MiliTerrorized Education, 

Science Fiction Technology and so much 
more to keep YU, The RealU, unaware as 

their slave! You can stay here for as long as 
you want and keep 'believing' in their Belief 
Systems of Demise, or Take The Risk and 

WakeUp with US! The old chants and words 
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of OM, AUM, Amen, HU howling and other 
noises have their place in history. The 
NUSound, The NU~U, has always been 

hidden from the unaware masses, because 
most people were not ready, but You Are 

Now! Sing The NU~U and Watch Your 
DreamVisions! You will have RealGuidance 

and a RealEducation like never before! 

WWE LUV the EARTH / Why are YOU Here? 

"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
and WWE LUV the Earth! The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports US is being 

destroyed faster than it can heal itself! Does 
this Make Sense? YOU live on this Earth and 

it Supports YOU! Are You Supporting the 
Earth Everyday, or 'Why are YOU Here?' You 
may 'Think' you are, but are you really? You 
do not remember being here before, do You? 
If You do, then you have a little bit of a head 
start into Waking Up ALL The Way! You are 
here to WakeUp and Learn more than just 
your 9 to 5 job and chasing money... LifeIS 
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Bigger! Do you want to come back again 
unconscious like you did this lifetime, or are 
YU, The RealU, ready to Take The Risk and 
WakeUp and Recognize The Whole of Life, 

moreso than what the indoctrinated systems 
of this world have taught you so far? If you 
don't WakeUp Now, then you will just grow 
old and forget you were ever here! This IS 

Real! 

ALLAwareniss Activities 

"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
Supporting The ALLNatural Environment 

Supporting US! WWE know The Secrets to 
RealSuccess & RealFreedom! Creation has 
its place as a start for ALL of US, but there 

is so much more that is Not Seen, and this is 
what WWE Do... WWE show YU, The RealU, 
how to WakeUp & Become MoreAware & 

SeeMore! It is with Sharing The 
RealConnection with The TruReality, THE 

ALLIS. By Singing The NUSound, The NU~U, 
Your DreamVisions will open up and you will 
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Discover NUWorlds & Real UNUverses where 
YU can Be Free!  

HU Howling Hauntings 

"Those people who are still Howling the HU 
word, or Chanting the HU word, are being 
visited by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) who are the Kontrollers of the earth, 
in their Dreams. Your DreamWorlds are 

being invaded and the RATS are attaching 
TapLines to Your Astral Body while you are 

unaware of this. The same TapLining is 
happening with those who chant OM, AUM, 
Amen and other Religious Sacrificial words 
and phrases! Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, 

and YU, The RealU, will be shown by The 
Real UNUversal Guides how the RAT 

TapLiners are stealing your energy and 
making you ill, diseased and eventually 

having cancers! There is so much more to 
YU than just a Physical Body! History and 
Tradition have their place as a 'reference' 
and nothing more. The NU~U, IS Now! ALL 
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LifeIS Now! LifeIS an ISNIS & Perfect, 
moreso than Cause & Effect Creation. 

WakeUp with US and Be Free Now! 

OUT of KONTROL TAPLINING for DODOs 

"You were once again born on a planet with 
a population mainly consisting of Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS), Deceptors, 
Stupedians, Slaves, Idiots, Politicians, 

Religionists, Over-Educated Know-it-alls, 
Kings, Queens and their Subjects! Did I leave 
You out, or are You in another category? You 

are here once again to try and figure out 
why You are here! You decided to come 

here, but You do not remember this, so You 
are once again wondering around looking for 
something that Makes Sense. You were not 
taught in school or by your parents that YU, 
The RealU, is operating Five Bodies, and not 

just a Physical Body. Your Second Body is 
Your Astral Body that is located in the Astral 
Realm beyond what your physical eyes can 

See. The Astral Realm is also known as, The 
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First Heaven of Man. If You belong to a Mind-
Vise Reptilian Religion, You will not 'believe' 

what I am sharing with You. The RATS 
created the DevilGod ideas and all the Holey 
Drible (Bible) that most people so adamantly 
'believe' in! The RATS have been TapLining 

You in Your Astral Body for lifetimes, but You 
are not aware of this, because your 

attention is on your physical life that You 
'Think' is all there is. Astral TapLining is 

very simple... the RATS put TapLining 
connections into the back of your Astral 

Body while You are asleep in Your Dreams. 
Just like in the movie, 'The Matrix' where 
Neo finally escapes his TapLinings and 

begins to See where he is at and what is 
really taking place with the Designed Matrix 
all around him! You can WakeUp Now or Stay 

Asleep with The Stupedians for more 
lifetimes! Your backaches, illnesses, 

cancers and even death, are many times 
attributed to TapLining, and your doctor will 

not know this! 
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TAPLINING EXPLAINED for DUMMIES 

"You were once again born on a planet with 
a population mainly consisting of Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS), Deceptors, 
Stupedians, Slaves, Idiots, Politicians, 

Religionists, Over-Educated Know-it-alls, 
Kings, Queens and their Subjects! Did I leave 
You out, or are You in another category? You 

are here once again to try and figure out 
why You are here! You decided to come 

here, but You do not remember this, so You 
are once again wondering around looking for 
something that Makes Sense. You were not 
taught in school or by your parents that YU, 
The RealU, is operating Five Bodies, and not 

just a Physical Body. Your Second Body is 
Your Astral Body that is located in the Astral 
Realm beyond what your physical eyes can 

See. The Astral Realm is also known as, The 
First Heaven of Man. If You belong to a Mind-
Vise Reptilian Religion, You will not 'believe' 

what I am sharing with You. The RATS 
created the DevilGod ideas and all the Holey 
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Drible (Bible) that most people so adamantly 
'believe' in! The RATS have been TapLining 

You in Your Astral Body for lifetimes, but You 
are not aware of this, because your 

attention is on your physical life that You 
'Think' is all there is. Astral TapLining is 

very simple... the RATS put TapLining 
connections into the back of your Astral 

Body while You are asleep in Your Dreams. 
Just like in the movie, 'The Matrix' where 
Neo finally escapes his TapLinings and 

begins to See where he is at and what is 
really taking place with the Designed Matrix 
all around him! You can WakeUp Now or Stay 

Asleep with The Stupedians for more 
lifetimes! 

THE ENDLESS ISNIS LIFEIS for DUMMIES 

"Each one of us have lived in Creation for 
millions of lifetimes in so many different 

body forms and most people are still 
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'thinking' this is the only reality there is. 
This One-Dimensional 'Place in Life' has its 
benefit, but not entirely until YU, The RealU 
Wakes Up Completely and Recognize 'What 
IS Real Now! As long as you are still 'only' 
thinking that you are human, then you will 
stay lost here with the unaware and the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule 
this planet. There are so many stages and 
steps to go thru to Completely WakeUp to 

where YU, The RealU, actually Stands 
Completely Aware that YU are a FreeBeing 
of RealLight in The Real UNUverses beyond 
all of Cause & Effect Creation! With the Six 

Levels of Creation there are the 
Authoritarians on the RoundWorlds, the 

Many Heavens of Man, the Angels & Saviors 
and the Gods of Man, who profess to have 
created Creation. This is where YOU are at 

Now! Do you like your experience so far, 
especially being on this Purposely Poisoned 
Prison Planet? You can do so much better 

than what the Deceptive political, religious, 
spiritual, educational and scientific systems 
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are doing that keep you One-Dimentionalized 
here! Beyond the Restrictions & Limitations 
of Creation, there IS The Real UNUverses of 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Starting 

on The Seventh LifeLevel, YU, The RealU, IS 
a FreeBeing pf RealLight and brighter than 

any sun in the skies! 

ASK CHARLES & MARIAM on FACEBOOK 
MICHAEL GRIMSONS NULEADER in 

AFRICA… 
REAL SAM NULEADER in AFRICA 

ASK CHARLES & MARIAM on FACEBOOK... 
"AFRICA IS ALIVE! AFRICA IS AWAKE! 

AFRICA IS WONDERFUL! For the people of 
earth who are in Africa, they can have The 

Real Privilege of Meeting, Charles & Mariam 
of Africa, who are The NULeaders with 

Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides 
of THE ALLIS. THE NUMAN & THE NUWAVIS 

NOW, is in AFRICA! WWE are Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators and WWE are The 

RealLight & NUBeings of THE ALLIS for ALL 
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on the earth with The Real Connection to 
The Real UNUverses beyond Cause & Effect 
Karma Creation. WWE know what WWE are 
Doing! WWE are Always Doing Something 

Wonderful as WWE Share Our 
RealExperiences with Africa and The World. 
WWE Sing The NUSound, The NU~U with The 
RealGuides. WWE Welcome Everyone to Sing 
The NU~U for RealFreedom, as WWE know 

there are so many people on this planet that 
are Trapped & TapLined & Restricted with 

HU Howling, OM, AUM Chanting, Amen 
Religious Kontrol and so much more that is 
EK (Evil Karma). Singing NU~U gives YU, 
The RealU, The RealConnection with The 

SoundLight ALLAliveniss of The Real 
UNUverses & THE ALLIS. YU will Become 

MoreAware and Your DreamVisions will open 
for YU!  

THANK GOD for TAPLINING 

"The unaware masses have not been taught 
about Astral TapLining, which is more 

ancient than anything. The original invaders 
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of this planet were the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) and they are still here 

Kontrolling this world! The well-to-do 
modern societies, 'in their minds only' are 
not really associated with anything that 
seems to be primitive or barbaric from 

history, but actually they are! Authoritarian 
Barbarianism of politics, religion, spiritual 
and scientific systems are very real here 
more than ever and are so disguised that 

most people like to 'pretend' that everything 
is okay with all the Deception & Destruction 
of The ALLNatural Environment. There are 

many people who are trying to offset all the 
Poisons & Pollution they are having to deal 

with everyday and just surviving. Most 
unaware people do not know the RATS 

created the DevilGod ideas, and that their 
gods are the ones doing the Astral TapLining 
with the Korporation Rulers on the earth and 
other worlds. TapLining has been a very well 

kept secret from the worshiping & praying 
masses. TapLining is Very Real and Very 

Dangerous, but many people do not 'believe' 
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it exists. You, as You are asleep and lost 
here... You can Thank Your God for 

TapLining! 

PAUL TWITCHELL PLAGIARIZED 

"It is very true that Paul did Plagiarize, 
because he showed me many times what he 
was doing and why. Paul wanted to get as 

much written material out as possible, 
because he knew he would only be here so 

long. I had many meetings with Paul and 
Rebazar, as they showed me what Paul was 

doing and how it was working to wake 
people up on The RealSide first. Paul gave 
me many hints as to how to present what i 
would be writing to the world. He Purposely 
Plagiarized to get the attention of certain 
people who would react to what he did. 

Paul's focus was on The Real Intent to get 
people to WakeUp to The TruReality, THE 

ALLIS, which he first disguised with the god 
idea and then the 'sugmad' idea. I was there 
with Paul when Rebazar was dictating Paul's 
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two books, 'The Far Country & Dialogues 
with The Master.' I later wrote, 'The Real Far 

Country' where I share My RealSide 
Experiences when I was there in the back 
ground. I was not to tell about any of this 
until it was my time with The Real Rod of 

Power in 2001. I have had huge struggles to 
get here with what I know. Mainly, Reptilian 
Joanny and fake master HarOld have tried to 

keep me away, as HarOld did not have the 
courage to announce me in 2001, so he had 
a car accident that still did not wake him up! 
It does not matter to me what Paul did with 
his presentation, as Paul & Rebazar & The 
RealGuides are always with me. Whatever 
'ideas & attitudes' are created in Creation 
have nothing to do with Recognizing THE 

ALLIS, except as a comparison to See 'what 
is not real!' This is all part of a WorldWide 
WakeUp for Everyone, but only The Real 
RiskTakers with The RealGuides & THE 

ALLIS, will See 'What IS Real Now!' 
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AGREE with BEINGREAL 

"Agreement IS Real. Whatever you Agree to 
IS Real. Most people have already Agreed to 

the Planned Deception on this earth! The 
invented political, religious, spiritual, 

educational, and scientific systems are all 
based upon Deception, but YOU do not See 
ALL of IT! You may 'Think' the Deceptive 
Insidious Entertainers (DIE) are a little 

inaccurate about what they are doing, as 
they 'seem' to pretend to make mistakes 

they admit to from time to time, but what is 
really taking place with THEM is a lot more 

than you can imagine. You can 'Think' in 
your mind that whatever you 'Think' will 

remedy the TapLines you have in your Astral 
Body that effects your physical body are 

okay, but when the Effects from what You 
Have Agreed to start showing up, You will 
not know why! Do You really want to Stay 

Asleep, Lost and in the Dark for more 
unconscious lifetimes on this Purposely 

Poisoned Prison Planet, or do You want to 
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WakeUp and have RealFreedom Now? Maybe 
You 'Think' the invented god or the old 

saviors will save you and take care of you, 
but have you found their heaven yet, or have 
they returned, and will the space gods fix 

what people have done to this planet? Does 
Life Make Sense or does it not? Do You want 
to Learn to Be Real, or just stay with the old 
stories you have heard for lifetimes that You 
keep Agreeing to, that keeps You a Slave & 

Prisoner here with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS)? 

"AGREEING to BEINGREAL is a Lot More Fun 
than just 'believing' you will 'hopefully' be 
okay after 'YOU DIE' with your good book 

and faith. YU, The RealU, can actually go to 
any Heaven you like, as there are many of 
them, and also meet your supposed god in 
the Mental Realm. There is no 'mystery' 

about the invented gods who are really just 
managers on their respective realms. YU, 

The RealU, is actually a FreeBeing of 
RealLight beyond all the minute ideas that 
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exist in Cause & Effect Karmic Creation! Do 
you like living in Karma, or would YU like to 

Escape the Designed Matrix of Karma 
permanently? Are you HU Howling, OM, AUM 

Chanting or Amen Worshiping & Praying? 
Then YOU are being TapLined by the RAYS in 
Your Dreams! WWE can show YU how to get 
Your Real Answers from Life and Have Fun 
doing it! Agreeing to Deception only equals 
Being Deceived, Trapped & TapLined for a 
lot longer! WakeUp with US by Singing The 

NUSound, The NU~U and Be Free Now! 

NU~U  IS RIGHT ON 

"The World IS Waking Up to The NUSound, 
The NU~U. The NU~U, IS Pure & Real Now! It 

is more than evident that most people are 
still Trapped & TapLined with HU Howling, 
OM, AUM Chanting and Amen Worshiping & 

Praying. The Gods of Man and the 
Authoritarians Kontrol the HUman Farming 
in Creation and most people Agree. HUman 

Farming includes all 'species' of 
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embodiments, like animals and other aliens, 
as they are all over this planet. The NU~U, IS 
The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation 

and into The Real UNUverses of 
RealFreedom! From what has been seen and 
learned in history to this very moment, it is 

more than obvious that all the common 
emotional ideas of love, worship, prayer, 

belief, faith, hope and so many others that 
people have lived with for lifetimes are not 

working, as this world is more poisoned than 
ever! The unaware masses continue to use 
all the old common ideas and 'Think' they 
are working, and at the same time keep 

Agreeing to the Destruction of The 
ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 

of US. 

"The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. THE ALLIS, IS 
not Deception like the political, religious, 

spiritual, educational and scientific systems 
that have been invented on this planet. YOU 

are one of the many unaware who keeps 
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Agreeing to your own demise, as this 
lifetime passes very quickly for you. The 

time will come when you will have tears for 
others and then yourself, as you once again 

pass into an unknown area that you have 
been to many times before! The NU~U, IS 
The Real WakeUp everyone is looking for. 
You will stay afraid in this Passing Dream, 

until YU, The RealU, has the courage to 
Become a Real RiskTaker and See Beyond 
this world and the Marketing Ploy of the 

invented systems and their invented gods. 
There is nothing with Nature that worships 

anything, and so until You get out of the 
'idea' You know more than Life, then You will 

be coming back here unaware once again! 

DUANEIS THE REAL MOTIVATOR 

"Duane The Great Writer & UNUversal Seer, 
IS The Great Motivator with The Real 
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UNUversal Guides & THE ALLIS. The 
unaware masses, which is the majority of 

people on this planet, keep Agreeing to their 
own Demise and cannot See this! Most 

people 'Think' they know more than Life, and 
it is demonstrated with what they are doing 
here. Everyone has the right to do whatever 
they want, and it would Makes Sense to take 
to heart what The ALLNatural Environment 

does so Naturally. DuaneIS The Real 
Motivator for 'What IS Real Now & What 

Makes Sense Now!' Take the time to Read 
The NUBooks and Sing The NUSound, The 

NU~U, and YU, The RealU, will begin to have 
Your Own RealSide Experiences where 'Life 

Will Show YU, What IS Real Now & What 
Makes Sense Now!' 
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Contact MISS KELSEY BROWN on Facebook 
Contact RATA KORAC on Facebook 
ASK MISS TANYA QUARTERMAN on 

Facebook 

"For those who want to WakeUp & Have Fun 
with Really Waking Up Now, then Contact 
Miss Kelsey Brown on Facebook! WWE are 

Wonderful WorldWide Educators Supporting 
The ALLNatural Environment Supporting US! 
WWE Make Sense with 'What IS Real Now!' 
Many people on the earth are into the First 
Stages of Waking Up, which is discovering 

what is really taking place with the political, 
religious, spiritual, educational and 
scientific systems that are Mostly 

Deception! WWE are Wonderful and have 
'The NU~EasyWay' for Everyone to SeeMore 

than they ever have before! Sing The 
NUSound, The NU~U, and Your 

RealAwareniss will begin to OpenUp for YU, 
The RealU, and YU will Become MoreAware 
of ALL The NULevels LifeIS! The TruReality 

LifeIS, is so much more than just what is 
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experienced here as Creation. Creation is 
full of Deceptors who Purposely Pollute & 
Poison this planet, who politically blame 

others for what they are doing, who pretend 
they are your friend, when actually they are 

part of the HUman Farming of YOU and 
Everyone on the earth, who have gotten the 

unaware masses to worship and pray to 
invented Space Gods that rule over Creation 

with nothing but, EK (Evil Karma) 
Restrictions, Regulations, Laws and 
Sacrificial Ceremonies of others for 

themselves! The Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) are ShapeShifters and rule the earth! 
Very few people can See THEM (TapLining 

HUman Eating Martians). 
"Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and Learn to 

Watch Your DreamVisions, and YU, The 
RealU, will be shown 'What IS Real Now' 

with everything that is taking place on this 
planet and Your NUWorlds. YU will begin to 
See the Deceptors and also be shown how 

to Free YourSelf from Cause & Effect 
Creation all together! The old HU Howling, 
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OM, AUM Chanting, Amen Worshiping & 
Prayer, and so many old and outdated things 
like masters and gurus, has been replaced 
by The TruReality, THE ALLIS, The NU~U! 
Learn to WakeUp with US and YU will Be 

Free Now! 

HU Howling for DUMMIES 

"There are EK (Evil Karma) Kroney 
Kreatures of the night that are stalking the 

unaware and dumbed down! This does sound 
funny, as funny as some people wearing 

sheets doing 911. But, there is more to the 
story, just like 911. You are in a Designed 

Matrix, and You are part of the HUman 
Farming of the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) who rule this planet! Again, this does 
sound funny, and if you want to keep 

'pretending' that what your government and 
teachers have told, then you will be the 
Unconscious Effect of Everything that is 

Really Taking Place Here! The old HU 
chanting word has been around a long time 
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and so has the OM, AUM and Amen. They do 
work to a certain point with a person, but 

over the years, because of the blind 
consciousness interference of those who 

want Kontrol over others, these words and 
others like them are now attracting the 

RATS all over this planet. HU Howling, OM, 
AUM Chanting and Amen Worshiping and 
Praying, are all part of the DevilGod (Lord 
God) people have looked to for eons! The 
RATS invented the Space Gods and the 
Phoney Doctrines they make miracles 
happen from. They have marketed the 

saviors and saints to be something they are 
not, and also get people to 'believe' that 
someone will come back and save all the 

'good little believers!' Everyone has the right 
to decide whatever they want to, as I am 
merely providing a Warning. LifeIS bigger 

than any belief system or ghostly god. 

"Joanny & HarOld Klump of EEKonkon of 
Minnesota, love HU Howling, because they 
can TapLine their membershrimps in their 
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Dreams and Kontrol them! I am Duane The 
Great Writer, and I have Skype Groups and 
NULeaders all over this world. People who 
are Singing The NUSound, The NU~U with 

The Real UNUversal Guides, are being 
shown how Joanny Kroney and fake master 

HarOld are infecting people and creating 
cancers in their physical bodies from HU 
Howling, and even deaths! Of course this 

will never show up as something 
conceivable here, because of the 'fake 

officialness' this world portrays itself to be. 
People have been taught to Fear whatever 
Makes Sense, and to just keep pretending 

that everything will be fine according to the 
authorities that manipulate everything here! 

Deception Rules the Earth, and YOU keep 
Agreeing to it! You will still be the Effect of 

it and yourself, whether you know this or 
not! Maybe you will not See the Effects this 
lifetime, but they will follow you into future 
ones where you are once again unaware! I 
suggest to Read The NUBooks & Sing The 

NU~U & Watch Your Dreams! 
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THE DECEPTORS OF TIME 

"The unaware masses have been led to 
'believe' that, Time IS Real. Time is real for 
those who cannot See Beyond Creation and 

the fake Gods of Man who Kontrol the 
'illusion' of Time. The Deception of Time is a 

Real Necessity for those who want to 
Become ALL~Aware and discover their 

RealAwareniss. Cause & Effect Creation, 
that which most embodiments (unaware 

souls who are Trapped & TapLined in yukky 
flesh & bones) on the RoundWorlds and in 
the known Six PsycRealms, must Agree to 
The Deception of Time to exist, until such 

time to where they Become MoreAware and 
can Free ThemSelves from Time. The 

immature Utuns (replaces the old soul idea) 
who are not aware of their RealAwareniss, 
must go thru lifetimes of seemingly endless 
drudgery to finally be motivated to seek out 

something more than the desires of the 
emotional and mental bodies each person 
carries unknowingly. The Five Time/Space 
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Bodies are the, Physical, Astral, Causal, 
Mental and Etheric. Of course you never 

learned this in school, because The 
Deceptors do not want YU, The RealU, to 

know how to Escape their Time/Space 
Designed Matrix. You are part of their 

HUman Farming on this planet. First you are 
their Slave, then you are their Dinner! You 
have been going thru the cycles of Birth & 
Death for longer than you can imagine, and 
on many other planets and also dimensions 

that are all around you!  

"The Deceptors of Time are The Ruling 
Kontrollers for everything on the earth, as 

they are the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) who were the original invaders here. 

The RATS created the political, religious, 
spiritual, educational and scientific systems. 

Of course, their were others who first 
decided some of these systems to help 

mankind, but that is old news, because the 
RATS Kontrol almost everything on this 
planet and multitudes of others like the 
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earth. They are polluting and destroying The 
ALLNatural Environment that Supports US at 

a very rapid rate. They destroyed the 
atmosphere on Mars and many other planets 
eons ago. Their only purpose is to Kontrol & 
Destroy. They are the political and religious 

puppets of the Gods of Man who they 
Satanically worship and pray to! This is a 

VooDooized Planet! You can learn to 
WakeUp Now or Stay Lost and Unaware with 

The RATS! 

EEKonkon HU Howling Not Working 

"EEKonkon Temple TapLiners, the Big 
Spiritual Kon of Minnesota, USA, is being 

exposed for HU Howling Fraud. The Old HU 
is not working, and is actually causing 
illnesses and cancers from Reptilian 

TapLining. Of course the unaware medical 
authorities cannot See this, as they are 

usually 'bought off' like fake master HarOld 
& Reptilian Joanny Klump, who are 

themselves secret members of the One 
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World Order (OWO). It is reported that SHE is 
having some people use other Reptilian 

Verses or words to attract HER Reptilian 
Mates to TapLine the MemberShrimps. Very 
few people can See this with their physical 
eyes, as the Aura of a person is punctured 
from Astral TapLining. Reptilian Joanny, 
aliass Phoney Baloney Joanny, aliass, 

Kroney Joanny, plus so many more, has not 
stopped HER complete takeover and 

seduction of withering Harry Klump! SHE 
brought worshiping and praypaying to the 

membershrimps decades ago, and they are 
totally sauced by HER!  

"The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, has 
replaced HU Howling with The NUSound, 

The NU~U! Of course Phoney Joanny is not 
interested in 'What IS Real Now!' All that 

matters to HER is doing business and 
stashing the MONEY for HER! Drugged and 

Doped Harry Klump is HER puppet! The Real 
UNUversal Guides suggested that Harry be 
the Janitor and Not Steal, Paul Twitchell's 
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Title. But, Harry didn't listen and now he has 
to pay with HER in the Lower Astral Realm 

with the rest of the dumbed down and 
TapLined members! BEWARE of Phoney 

Joanny and fake master Harry! They like to 
sell their 'pretty words' of old wisdumb to 
the unaware and then TapLine YOU in Your 
Dreams! Sing The NU~U, and you will Learn 
to See Your TapLines before you are too old 

and stupid and it is too late for YOU! 
WakeUp with US or Stay Lost! 

LEARN to SEE YOUR DREAMS 

"Your DreamVisions are The First Step into 
NUWorlds & Real UNUverses beyond Cause 

& Effect Creation. WWE are Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators and WWE provide 

RealGuidance and a RealEducation. When 
you learn what WWE are sharing, you will 

not have to return to this planet ever again! 
To most, their Dreams are merely images of 
the mind or fantasy. Okay, have it your way 

or Take The Risk with US! if you do not 
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WakeUp Now, then you will be stuck here for 
more unaware lifetimes with the Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule this planet! 
You can keep being Deceived by the 

political, religious, spiritual, educational and 
scientific systems, and you will still be the 
Effect of what is taking place here, as you 
grow old and diseased for another lifetime. 

Sound Fun?  

"What IS Really Fun IS... Becoming 
MoreAware and having Your Own 

RealAdventure with The Whole of Life! On 
earth, you are in the RATS Designed Matrix... 

This is Real! You can 'Think' whatever you 
want, but you are still Trapped & TapLined 

here! And Guess What... The RATS follow the 
orders of the Gods of Man, because they 

invented THEM, just for YOU to be dumbed 
down and unaware! You have been in their 

HUman Farming Matrix for lifetimes, but you 
do not remember this. When YU, The RealU, 

learns to See Your Dreams for what they 
really are, YU will begin to WakeUp to Your 
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RealAwareniss and SeeMore. You can keep 
'believing' what the invented systems tell 

you, or Take The Risk Now! 

BODY PARTS by EVA SHARI SCHOEN 

"Eva Shari can make a NU~YU on Facebook. 
Do YU want to See Your RealSide? Eva can 
do it! You just keep growing older in your 
physical body, but on The RealSide LifeIS, 
YU are Young & Wonderful! See The RealU 

like never before! Eva can do this, and Eva & 
I will See YU in Your DreamVisions. Sing The 

NU~U and WakeUp with US! 

STOLEN TITLES of PAUL TWITCHELL 

"As we have each created our own history, 
because we have all been here or 

somewhere before this life, we at sometime 
decided to make a 'title' for ourselves. Not 

everyone has done this, but there were 
those who did and the idea was to live up to 
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that tile in some way. Whether the idea was 
to get people together to become a gang, or 
establish something more beneficial for the 

community to prosper from, are a few 
examples. The titles down thru the ages 

range from kings and queens, teachers and 
scholars, philosophers and historians, 
saviors and saints, masters and gurus, 

presidents and emperors and so on. There 
are also dictators and tyrants, 

authoritarians and rulers, mafia and 
politicians. Some of us have been the 

characters we read about in history, and 
some of us tried to create a position with 

some kind of Honor, but this is always very 
difficult with all the influences that occur on 

this world. Many of the titles that are still 
around were at one time looked upon 
differently, but then again some are 

basically the same and many times a lot 
worse! There will always be a shift and a 

change with this world. 
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JUNGLE JIM on Facebook 

"HELLO! I am JUNGLE JIM on Facebook! I 
have joined with Duane&Eva to Share The 
NUSound, The NU~U! WWE are Wonderful 

WorldWide Educators Supporting The 
ALLNatural Environment I LUV to live in! 

Many of you are Not Seeing what is taking 
place with the earth and Nature! You Need 
to WakeUp & Pay Attention to Duane&Eva 
and what they are Sharing with millions of 

other Wonderful WorldWide Educators! I 
want to live on the earth for now, until I get 

to The Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS, 
without Chemtrails, WiFi, Lethal Vaccines, 
Scientific Madness, Political & Religious 
Deception and so much more! You can 

become a Community Sponsor with US for 
'YOUR OCEANS & EARTH!' Join 'The 

Porpoisee Club' at: 
www.WorldWideEducators.info 
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The Creation of Entertainment 

"Almost each of us like some form of 
Modern Entertainment, such as the movies, 
singers, sports and so much more. Back in 

the Cowboy and Indian Days, there was very 
little Entertainment for people, as life was 
more about surviving with The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports US. As we have 

come from then to now, it is more than 
obvious that most people want to be 

constantly Entertained in some way. It more 
than makes sense that we each want a huge 

variety to our life, as many new ways of 
Entertainment are being created all the 
time. As an example, most people are 
unaware of how Walt Disney and many 

others were funded to create different forms 
of Entertainment as 'Distractions' for the 

unaware masses. There is a whole lot more 
to Entertainment to day than may realize. 

The News Media is another example of 
Kontrolled Entertainment, that most people 

'Think' is so important and real, but is 
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actually very edited with a lot of 
Misinformation and Deception. Each person 

can make their own choices, but the end 
result will be the same, and that is, until You 

WakeUp Completely with what is taking 
place here and with The Whole of Life, then 

You will be the Unknowing Effect of 
everything around You, including YourSelf! 

Of course, You will not completely 
understand what I am presenting here at 

this time, because it takes a lot of Study and 
RealExperiences, that becomes a lifetime of 
exploring and discovery, and actually many 

lifetimes! 

"The Professional Kontrolling Deceptors 
Rule the Earth! They want absolute Kontrol 

of everything and everyone, as The 
Deceptors created the HUman Farming on 

this planet. As people are more interested in 
being 'fans' and what is 'popular' as 

something more important than RealSurvival 
and The ALLNatural Environment, they will 

be Kompletely Kontrolled by The Deceptors, 
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who also created the political, religious, 
spiritual, educational and scientific systems. 
It is always Your Choice as to how you want 
Your Life to be, but there is so much more to 
The Whole of Life than the Created Creation, 

you are in Now. There is a Basic Cycle to 
what we are all going thru, and that is, if YU, 
The RealU, does not WakeUp Now, then you 
will continue to reincarnate until the time 

comes when you do 'possibly' WakeUp! You 
can Free YourSelf from Cause & Effect 

Creation Now, or take your chances to find it 
later in future lifetimes where what I am 
Presenting Now, does not exist! Take The 

Risk and Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and 
Learn to Watch Your DreamVisions! 
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ASK JESUS ON FACEBOOK 
JESUS KNOWS BEST 

JESUS & GOD 
JESUS IS LUV 

"HELLO! I am Jesus from the other Levels of 
Life! I have always been Here & Now with 

You, but most people cannot See Me, 
because they are Trapped & TapLined with 

politics, religion, spiritual paths and 
teachings and chasing the Funny Munny that 

The Deceptors have created you 'Think' is 
so valuable! I am with Duane&Eva, as 

DuaneIS THE NUMAN NOW! It is Duane's 
time to Share The NUPresentation with 

Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal 
Guides. Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and 

Let Life Show YU, The RealU, in Your 
DreamVisions... 'What IS Real Now!'  

"SEE YU, ON THE REALSIDE LIFEIS... LUV 
YU, JESUS!” 
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PRESIDENT PUTIN of RUSSIA 

PRESIDENT PUTIN of RUSSIA Claims Queen 
Elizabeth is Not Human.. 

"Putin has told senior staff and close 
associates that he believes Queen Elizabeth 
II shapeshifted while greeting him as a show 
of strength and a warning to not mess with 
the dominant reptilian-Illuminati bloodline. 
Brave Vladimir Putin has told senior staff 

and associates that Queen Elizabeth II is not 
human but is a ‘reptilian that shapeshifts 

between human and reptile form’ and 
according to sources close to the President 

he has witnessed her shapeshift ‘in the 
flesh, before his very eyes, and in his 

opinion, as a warning to him personally.’ 
Putin met the Queen at the 70th anniversary 
of the D Day landings in Normandy, France in 

2014. He was widely criticized by the 
Western media for failing to help the 

monarch up the stairs, and keeping his 
distance from her in general. It has now 

emerged that Putin stayed as far away from 
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the Queen as possible because he 
witnessed her shapeshift moments earlier. 
The Queen has a long reptile face, almost 
like a beak, and she is a sickly grey dish 

water color. She shifted between this form 
and her human state ‘three or four times’ 

while greeting Putin. He also saw her 
shapeshift later while she was being helped 
to her position for the world leaders photo 
op by Barack Obama (Reptilian RATS) and 

New Zealand’s Governor General Jerry 
Mateparae. Her hands turned into reptile 
hands while they helped her up the stairs. 
When she smiled her teeth changed into 

sharp reptile teeth and glistened. Putin has 
told senior staff and close associates that 

he believes she shapeshifted while greeting 
him as a show of strength and a warning not 

to mess with the dominant reptilian-
Illuminati bloodline of which she is a high 
priestess. Putin’s first hand experiences 

with the reptilian-Illuminati chime with my 
own research and second hand accounts. I 

have dedicated the last five years to 
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researching the elusive, tyrannical powers 
that rule our world, traveling to over 80 

countries, and it never ceases to amaze me 
how many people from very different walks 

of life have told me stories about seeing 
‘people’ briefly turn into reptilians before 

their very eyes. I’ve been told this by 
Californian news anchors, Ethiopian 

goatherds, and Australian Aboriginals, just 
to name a few. A Danish taxi driver 

described driving past a group of VIP guests 
at the 2014 Bilderberg meeting in 

Copenhagen and seeing some of their faces 
turn reptilian and some of their hands and 

feet take on a reptilian look. In Peru a 
respected psychic told me she sees people 
in power, like Obama, David Cameron and 
Hillary Clinton, turn into reptiles whenever 

she watches an international news channel! 
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PUTIN and THE REPTILIANS 

"President Putin of Russia has The 
RealCourage to do more than just Political 

Speeches like the Fake Presidential 
Elections in most countries on this 

Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet! Putin 
knows what The Deceptors of the Earth are 

doing, and this is why he bombed ISIS, 
which was created in the USA, just like all 
the Lethal Vaccines & Viruses. WWE are 

Wonderful WorldWide Educators and WWE 
See what is taking place on this Planet. 
WWE are Multi-Dimensional Seers and 

Supporting The ALLNatural Environment 
that Supports ALL of US. WWE are Not into 
retaliation or rebel against the Kontrolling 
Systems or anything here. WWE are Very 

Focused on RealFood, RealWater & RealAir 
& 'YOUR OCEANS & YOUR EARTH!' Do You 
have The RealCourage to StepUp with US 
and Be Real Now? Your Choice Your World! 

PRESIDENT PUTIN of RUSSIA Claims Queen 
Elizabeth is Not Human.. 
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"Putin has told senior staff and close 
associates that he believes Queen Elizabeth 
II shapeshifted while greeting him as a show 
of strength and a warning to not mess with 
the dominant reptilian-Illuminati bloodline. 
Brave Vladimir Putin has told senior staff 

and associates that Queen Elizabeth II is not 
human but is a ‘reptilian that shapeshifts 

between human and reptile form’ and 
according to sources close to the President 

he has witnessed her shapeshift ‘in the 
flesh, before his very eyes, and in his 

opinion, as a warning to him personally.’ 
Putin met the Queen at the 70th anniversary 
of the D Day landings in Normandy, France in 

2014. He was widely criticized by the 
Western media for failing to help the 

monarch up the stairs, and keeping his 
distance from her in general. It has now 

emerged that Putin stayed as far away from 
the Queen as possible because he 

witnessed her shapeshift moments earlier. 
The Queen has a long reptile face, almost 
like a beak, and she is a sickly grey dish 
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water color. She shifted between this form 
and her human state ‘three or four times’ 

while greeting Putin. He also saw her 
shapeshift later while she was being helped 
to her position for the world leaders photo 
op by Barack Obama (Reptilian RATS) and 

New Zealand’s Governor General Jerry 
Mateparae. Her hands turned into reptile 
hands while they helped her up the stairs. 
When she smiled her teeth changed into 

sharp reptile teeth and glistened. Putin has 
told senior staff and close associates that 

he believes she shapeshifted while greeting 
him as a show of strength and a warning not 

to mess with the dominant reptilian-
Illuminati bloodline of which she is a high 
priestess. Putin’s first hand experiences 

with the reptilian-Illuminati chime with my 
own research and second hand accounts. I 

have dedicated the last five years to 
researching the elusive, tyrannical powers 

that rule our world, traveling to over 80 
countries, and it never ceases to amaze me 
how many people from very different walks 
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of life have told me stories about seeing 
‘people’ briefly turn into reptilians before 

their very eyes. I’ve been told this by 
Californian news anchors, Ethiopian 

goatherds, and Australian Aboriginals, just 
to name a few. A Danish taxi driver 

described driving past a group of VIP guests 
at the 2014 Bilderberg meeting in 

Copenhagen and seeing some of their faces 
turn reptilian and some of their hands and 

feet take on a reptilian look. In Peru a 
respected psychic told me she sees people 
in power, like Obama, David Cameron and 
Hillary Clinton, turn into reptiles whenever 

she watches an international news channel! 
"The world’s ruling class have 'tyrannical 

control' over the mainstream media, as well 
as our food, water, and air supply, and they 
are actively dumbing down the masses. The 
evidence against them, ancient and modern, 

is enormous and continuing to grow. ‘Her 
hands turned into reptile hands while they 
helped her up the stairs. When she smiled 
her teeth changed into sharp reptile teeth 
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and glistened. Putin has told senior staff and 
close associates that he believes she 

shapeshifted while greeting him as a show 
of strength and a warning not to mess with 

the dominant reptilian-Illuminati bloodline of 
which she is a high priestess. Putin’s first 

hand experiences with the reptilian-
Illuminati chime with my own research and 
second hand accounts. I have dedicated the 

last five years to researching the elusive, 
tyrannical powers that rule our world, 

traveling to over 80 countries, and it never 
ceases to amaze me how many people from 

very different walks of life have told me 
stories about seeing ‘people’ briefly turn into 

reptilians before their very eyes. I’ve been 
told this by Californian news anchors, 
Ethiopian goatherds, and Australian 

Aboriginals, just to name a few. A Danish 
taxi driver described driving past a group of 
VIP guests at the 2014 Bilderberg meeting in 
Copenhagen and seeing some of their faces 
turn reptilian and some of their hands and 

feet take on a reptilian look. In Peru a 
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respected psychic told me she sees people 
in power, like Obama, David Cameron and 
Hillary Clinton, turn into reptiles (RATS) 
whenever she watches an international 

news channel. The world’s ruling class have 
tyrannical control over the mainstream 

media, as well as our food, water, and air 
supply, and they are actively dumbing down 

the masses. The evidence against them, 
ancient and modern, is enormous and 

continuing to grow.  
Baxter D…Your News Wire... 

www.YourNewsWire,com 
"For those who are MemberShrimps of 

EEKonkon, Fright & Noise of the Kalaum God 
(Eckankar, light & sound of God)... You are 
being Emotionally TapLined by Reptilian 
Joanny and fake master HarOld Klump! 

Those who use the HU Howling word are 
Astrally TapLined in their Dreams! 
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ASK THE FEARED GOD ON FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER INTERVIEWS 
THE KALAUM LORD GOD of THE EARTH 

WORLDS VOODOO RELIGIONS... 
"This is an Amazing Adventure I have to 

tell... One night Rebazar and Paul came into 
my room while I was ready to go to sleep... 
"Stay Awake with US, Duane! We are going 
on a NUAdventure with you to the Mental 

Realm and the Lord God, Kalaum! You have 
been there many times and this will be 

something fun for you." Said Rebazar, as him 
and Paul went up into my ceiling and I could 

feel them pulling me along. We were soon 
above my house and flying upward into the 
vast and dark nightly sky. I could sense the 
suspense of what was about to take place. I 

knew the Kalaum God did not really like 
what I was doing on the earth with The 

RealGuides, but in his own way he was fine 
with me, because he had an unlimited 

number of dumbed down unaware souls as 
his slaves for more ongoing lifetimes. We 
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first went thru the Astral Realm and flying 
above the the palace of the Astral God, who 
just happened to see us from the ground. He 
shook his fist at us, as Paul laughed and we 

continued upward. We soon entered the 
Causal Realm and flying above the huge 

scenery. The fake god of this realm, 
Brahman, was outside speaking with a 

bunch of his worshiping followers when he 
saw us... "Come down here and pray with 
us!" He said, as we waved and kept flying 

higher. (there is more) 

PUTIN and THE UNUVERSAL SEERS 

"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators & 
UNUversal Seers. WWE are offering Our 

RealServices for this world to WakeUp from 
the Deceptive Agreements that have been 

made with the One World Order Kontrollers. 
Most people will stay Trapped & TapLined 

here for many more lifetimes. WWE are Very 
Aware as to what is taking place here and 
ALL of Cause & Effect Creation. WWE will 
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provide Our RealServices to whose who 
have The RealCourage to Be Real 

RiskTakers and StepUp Now to Becoming 
MoreAware and Supporting The ALLNatural 

Environment Supporting US! 

"WWE are Exceptional with what WWE Know 
& See. This world is Kontrolled by the 
Designed Matrix of the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol the HUman 
Farming on this planet and many others! The 

RATS invented the Gods of Man to seduce 
people into Voodoo Worshiping and Praying 
to the Reptilian God Kalaum in the Mental 
Realm. Most people have No Awareness of 

the other Levels of Life, as the masses have 
been taught to be literalized Robots for the 
EK (Evil Karma) Systems. WWE are Here for 
YU, The RealU, to WakeUp and Be Real! You 
are the decider of Your Life and WWE show 
you how to get your own answers with Life! 
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ASK PUTIN on FACEBOOK 

"Each one of us have our own way to 
WakeUp here. President Putin is on his 

adventure, as we all are. There is so much 
more that is taking place that is Not Seen on 

the surface of Creation here and what the 
Kontrolling Governments are not telling the 
unaware masses. Putin has bravely stepped 

out in the public with many controversial 
statements where many other politicians 
are afraid to expose their own deceptive 
tactics. WWE are Wonderful WorldWide 

Educators and WWE are 'Here For Everyone!' 
It is time to WakeUp & Recognize The 

ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of 
US! WWE Recognize Sincere & Brave People!  
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ASK THE DONALD on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews THE 
DONALD... 

"Mr. Donald, I already know as I See you, 
Bernie, Hillary and the others on The 

RealSide, that you are all Highly Paid Actors 
from the WAKOS (World Alien Kontrolling 

OrganizerS). How much have they paid you 
so far? 

"I get Billions and so does everyone on this 
Circus Run! We are doing Great and Having 

Fun making NUFriends like yourself, Duane!" 

"Can you loan me some money for my rent?" 
Asked Duane. 

"I would be more than happy to, but the 
WAKOS watch me very closely and I do not 
want to end up like Kennedy and Prince!" 

"Do you see yourself as President, Mr. 
Donald?" Asked Duane. 
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"HA HA HA... that 'president' idea' is already 
decided by the WAKOS! I am hired to make 
everyone look good, as I act radically goofy 

with my silly out-of-the-ordinary 
campaigning. It's all about 'THE MONEY!" 

"What do you do with all the money you 
make, Mr. D?" Asked Duane.  

"I buy cans of refried beans for the Mexican 
Homeless!" 

"HAHAHA... you are a True Humanitarian, Mr. 
D!" Said Duane. 

"I like to think so. I have done very well for 
myself this lifetime, and I really do not like 
the BS of politics, but I like the money and 

even the riots that take place as I am 
speaking! I am always invited to big parties 
after the talks and I get to meet Aliens from 

other planets. It is always a Riot!" 
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"How would you like to sum things up here, 
Mr. Donald?" Asked Duane. 

"I would like to say that what I am doing out 
in the public is a bunch of made up 

nonsense, as I am given a script by the 
WAKOS who pay me, so be Cool Everyone, I 
really like the American Public and I will be 
glad to support anything that Makes Real 

Sense! The political systems on this planet 
are mostly deception! I like Planet X better, 
as I have been taken by some of my friendly 
Alien friends in their saucers to their worlds 
and they have a much better system than we 

do. The earth is nothing but 'old tradition' 
and a lot of pollution! I will be leaving this 

earth someday for NUWorlds!"  
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ASK MOTHER TERESA on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
DEAD MOTHER TERESA on THE REALSIDE... 
"Hello Mother Teresa, thank you for showing 

up in this lovely Astral World setting. You 
seem to be doing fine here," said Duane. 

"Hello Duane, nice to See you again. I have 
been Singing The NU~U, and I am having 

many RealExperiences with The RealGuides. 
They have introduced me to the Lord God. I 
finally See thru all the silly stories on earth 

and what you have told me about the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) creating 
the Bible and such scriptures. From The 
RealSide here, I can See so much more! I 
want to get to The Real UNUverses from 

here, but The RealGuides told me that I must 
return to earth for several more lifetimes 

before i am ready to Recognize THE ALLIS," 
she said. 
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"You will be fine. I can See that when you 
return to earth The RealGuides will be with 

you. You will learn about them in Your 
DreamVisions when you are still very young. 

Your mother will 'Think' you are telling 
stories, but you will remember being here 

and with The RealGuides. Life is Bigger than 
what we learn on the earth, but we must 

first go thru Creation to Compare & 
Recognize what is Not Real, to then See & 

Recognize 'What IS Real! It is a Huge 
Journey and you have the heart for it, 

Mother Teresa!" Said Duane, as the Giant 
Sun shined on them. 

"All that matters to me is I am Not Dead, and 
The RealGuides are with ME!" Said Mother 

Teresa, as Duane and her looked at the 
Shining Sun. 
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ASK ELVIS on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
ELVIS from THE REALSIDE... 

"Hello Elvis, I see that it looks like you are 
hiding still," said Duane. 

"Hi Duane, there are too many people still 
looking for me and I want my privacy!" Said 

Elvis. 

"You were far too popular on earth, Elvis, 
that is for sure. Do you like it better here on 

The RealSide?" Asked Duane. 

"I am still trying to figure this place out. 
Where exactly am I?" Asked Elvis. 

"You are in a nicer part of the Astral Realm. 
This place is known as The First Heaven of 
Man. There are greater places in the Astral 
Realm, as this place is more vast than the 
physical realm. As you explore you will find 
a lot of variety here. You are still in Cause & 
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Effect Creation, and as you Sing The NU~U, 
you will Become MoreAware of the higher 

levels and eventually The Real UNUverses of 
RealFreedom!" Said Duane. 

"RealFreedom! I like that! I will keep Singing 
The NU~U and have fun exploring this 

place," said Elvis, as Duane flew off into the 
sky. 

ASK JOHN LENNON on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
JOHN LENNON... 

"Here I am again in a nice part of the Astral 
Realm. It took me a while to find John 

Lennon, as he was in a remote area inside a 
house with some of his friends here. I had 
never met John, and so this was a first for 
me. I approached the house, and as I did, a 

young lady came out to greet me... 

"Hello, can I help you," she asked politely. 
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"Hello, my name is Duane, and I still have a 
body on the earth. I was wondering if I could 

speak with John Lennon?" I asked her, as 
she called John to come to the door and he 

walked over to greet me. 

"Hello, I am John, what can I do for you?" He 
Asked. 

"Hello John, My name s Duane, and on earth 
I am known as Duane The Great Writer. 
Would you have a few moments to do an 

interview with me?" I asked, as he 
immediately nodded yes. 

"Yes of course! I have heard of you Duane 
The Great Writer! I have actually read one of 

your books some time ago. While I was on 
earth, Paul, and the rest of us did some 

meditation and we were able to do Astral 
Projection, but as we continue we noticed a 
lot of negative influences were starting to 
take place in our lives, so we stopped," he 

said. 
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"Yes, I understand, John. Most people are 
not aware enough to know that Astral 

Projection and things like Remote Viewing 
can be fun, but there is also the possibility 
of opening up holes in Your Aura that allow 

negative forces to enter and do a lot of 
damage. I let people know about TapLining, 
which is all over the earth with the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS). What words did you 
use when you did your meditation?" I asked.  

"We would use the OM word and some other 
ancient chants and verses. We knew about 
the HU with Paul Twitchell, but we rarely 
used it. We mainly used the OM with god," 

he said, as he smiled. 

"I suggest you stay clear of the OM, Amen, 
HU and other words in Creation, because the 

RATS will TapLine anyone using them," I 
said. 
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"I am not all together sure where I am at 
here, and I did assume that I would come to 
a much better place, but here I am. I know 
what you are saying, Duane. All of us here 
have Seen the Reptilians here many times 
and what they do to people who come here 

in their Dreams. I have a completely 
different view of what is taking place on 

earth and other places like it from the time I 
have been here! How can I find a better 

place than here to have a better life?" He 
asked me. 

"Very simple, John. Start Singing The 
NUSound, The NU~U, and The Real 

UNUversal Guides will provide RealGuidance 
and a RealEducation for you to eventually Be 

in The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom!" 
Said Duane. 

"I Like that, The NU~U! We will all starting 
Singing The NU~U, together here! Thank 

you, Duane! It is so great to meet you, and 
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please stop by again!" He said joyfully, as I 
flew up into the Sun Shining in the sky!  

ASK ANGEL LADY on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
ANGEL LADY... 

"Here I am in the Astral Realm and standing 
with one of the Lovely Angel Ladies who 
watches over the people in the physical 

realm. Hello Angel Lady, can I ask you what 
your name was on earth?" Asked Duane. 

"Yes you can. My name was Sherry, and I 
was a nurse when I passed from the earth," 

she said. 

"Do you remember what happened to your 
body at that time for you to leave the earth?" 

Asked Duane. 

"Yes I do! I had worked in many hospitals for 
years with WiFi, and at the time I did not 
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know what was happening to me. At age 45, 
I started to feel very nauseated going to 

work everday and soon developed cancer. I 
listened to the doctors, but I did not really 

feel comfortable with what they were saying 
to me and what they gave me before I 

passed on to here. As I came into this place 
you call the Astral Realm, I began to do a lot 
of research and discovered what took place 
on earth while I was there. And as you know, 
Duane, you and I met and you told me about 

The NUSound, The NU~U. I was a little 
religious on earth and worshiping and 

praying to what you refer to as the invented 
gods, and since then I have been Singing 

NU~U. I was also with a spiritual path for a 
while and they chanted the HU word, and I 
have discovered how the HU words attracts 
the Reptilian TapLiners. I can See this very 

clearly from here as people go into their 
DreamLand and become TapLined without 
their knowing it! I can SeeMore than ever 
before and that the Gods of Man are fake 

and Kontrolling the earth with HUman 
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Farming! I always liked the 'Angel' idea, so 
for now I am an Angel for people who want 
to know about The RealGuides & The Real 

UNUverses," she said. 

"You are on Your Adventure, Angel Lady! 
Have Fun," said Duane. 

ASK KITTIES on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews THE 
KITTIES... 

"I have many Kitty Friends, and the ones in 
the picture here posed for this interview. 

These Kitties can leave their bodies and go 
to NUWorlds of Adventure. They like to 

share their stories of what they have done, 
and so this is what this interview is about. 

“Hello Miss Charlotte, will some of the other 
Kitties be joining us soon?” I asked. 

“Of course, they are just getting up from 
their 15 hour nap,” she said. 
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“I like my naps and I thought an hour or two 
was long,” I said. 

“People are different than Kitties. People are 
in a hurry to go nowhere. I remember my 
past lives with the Indians and how they 

worked with Nature. They really didn’t harm 
anything. When the white people came, they 
started to tear apart the earth to where we 
are today on a totally poisoned planet!” Said 
Miss Charlotte, as some of the other Kitties 

began to slowly show up. 

“I have had many lifetimes here too, and my 
last one before this life was where I was an 
Indian. I wrote about this in NUBook One,” I 

said. 

“I know, I read that book on The RealSide. I 
cannot read to well here, but when I am in 
My RealAwareniss, then I can do anything. 

We have both been with Rebazar & The 
RealGuides for many lifetimes. I am not 
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interested in going into a silly human body, 
because people are too unaware in their 

body forms. They collect all kinds of 
arrogant attitudes that chain them to the 
World Kontrollers and they stay lost and 

unconscious for ongoing worthless lifetimes 
of being slaves. People today are destroying 

this planet so rapidly and they do not See 
this, not at all,” said Miss Charlotte. 

“Yes Miss, that is why I created the 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators (WWE) to 

try and Wake People Up, but it is not easy,” I 
said. 

“People on this planet love their 
Restrictions, they love being part of the 
Human farming they are Kontrolled with. 

They say they care about the earth, but they 
decide differently,” she said, as the other 

Kitties around her began to Meow and 
agree. 
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“Where do you usually go in the other worlds 
when you leave your bodies?” I asked. 

“We like to go play with the other animals 
that are nicer than the ones here. The 

Kitties on the higher levels are so much 
more aware and fun! There are not a lot of 
Kitties on earth like us, that is why we stay 
together as friends. We take naps together 
and leave our bodies together,” she said. 

“I have always loved cats, and I am so glad 
to know you, Miss Charlotte. Thank you for 

speaking with me. I will put this on 
Facebook for other Kitties to read,,, Ha Ha 

Ha… 

ASK PEE WEE on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews PEE 
WEE HERMAN… 

“I fell asleep and went to The RealSide in My 
DreamVisions. The first person I saw was 

Pee Wee Herman playing basketball by 
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himself in a park like setting. I walked over 
and said, “Hello Pee Wee, can I play?” 

“Duane The Great Writer! Off course! You 
are My Hero, Duane. I have read all your 

books and I am having a great time 
dreaming and flying around the different 

realms you described. The NU~U, IS 
Fantastic and it works for me all the time! I 
have met Rebazar & Paul and many of the 

other RealGuides here! I Just LUV The 
NU~U!” He said. 

“It is Your Heart Pee Wee! You have a Great 
Heart and Life Sees this! I have taught so 
many people for more than 40 years and 
many of them do not put their heart into 
this, nor do they do anything, but want 
something from The RealGuides. Each 

person has to earn their own way,” I said. 

“I am telling everyone about The NU~U!” 
Said Pee Wee. 
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“Eva & I share The NU~U everyday. Let’s 
play basketball and we will soon be back to 
our physical bodies on earth,” I said, as we 

played. 

ASK TESLA on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
TESLA on THE REALSIDE… 

“I am once again on The RealSide with 
Rebazar & Paul, as we are planning what 

will take place on the earth to Wake People 
Up! Tesla has been here for years with The 
RealGuides and doing his part to Become 

MoreAware. The RealGuides assisted Tesla 
while he was on earth, and Tesla is now 

with THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN, and with 
The ALLSolar Research Vessel Project, 

which is actually completed in the Astral 
and other realms. I have been with Tesla for 
many years, as I introduced him to Rebazar 
when he crossed over from his physical life 

on earth. LifeIS Bigger than The Ideas of 
Man! 
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“Hello Tesla, are you having with what you 
are doing here,” I asked him. 

“Of course, Duane! Since you introduced me 
to The NUVessel Project, I have been on it 
night and day… HA HA HA… as there really 
is no night here, unless I want it. I can See 
So Much More than I did while I was on the 

earth. The earth people are so dumbed down 
by the political/religious systems. When I 

was there with JP Morgan, I could Not See 
everything that was going on, and so he took 

advantage of me. I did what I could during 
those times, but where I am Now with You & 

The RealGuides is the best and keeps 
getting Better!” He said. 

“WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators, 
LUV you Being With US, Tesla. Everyone is 

welcome to Be With US, who have The Great 
Heart to Do Something Real with ALL Life. 

Since you started with The NUVessel 
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Project, you have had a lot of NUVisitors in 
their dreams,” I said. 

“Yes I have! There have been hundreds of 
Dreaming People from the many 

RoundWorlds in the physical realm that have 
been coming here to See what WWE are 
doing. Some of them are Waking Up and 

Singing The NU~U, and most of them cannot 
remember they were here, because their 
minds are so Literalized by the EK (Evil 

Karma) Kontrolling Systems,” said Tesla. 

“This is a short interview for now, Tesla. I 
will have to get back on earth with Eva and 

continue to Share The NU~U… Have Fun 
here Tesla!” As I returned to the earth and 

woke up from this RealSide Experience. 
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ASK THE MASK on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews THE 
MASK… 

“As I was having a RealSide Experience after 
going to sleep a while ago, I suddenly saw a 
green colored tornado coming my way. As it 

slowed down and unraveled, my first 
impression was that it was… ‘THE MASK!’ 

“Hello Duane, we meet again! I have been 
Singing The NU~U, and I must say for me it 

has been incredible! I am Becoming 
MoreAware of other dimensions and 

NUWorlds that you have told me about. I am 
learning that My Life IS My RealAdventure! I 
am telling all the funny characters I meet in 

this place and the other realms you have 
described in your books about how Great 

The NU~U, IS! I have met Rebazar and Paul 
and many of the other RealGuides, and we 
have the best time, as I share some of My 

RealExperiences and tell a few jokes. They 
are great and they like to Have Fun! I would 
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suggest to anyone to Sing The NU~U and 
Watch Your DreamVisions, then Take The 
Risk, like Duane says, and then have the 
courage to Creatively Share The NU~U… 

YOU WILL LUV IT!” He said as he suddenly 
spun off again like a green tornado! WOW! 

ASK EINSTEIN on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
ALBERT EINSTEIN… 

“Eva & I fly into the Mental Realm to find 
Albert Einstein. I had to look into The 

UNUversal Files to find him. It was another 
brilliant day in the world of the Kalaum 

DevilGod of Man in this upper PsycRealm. 
We saw a huge building that immediately 
knew was a huge library, like that of the 
Astral Museum. Eva & I flew down to the 
surface and entered the large building. As 
we entered, we could see many different 

body types all over this place. It was like a 
scene out of the movies! We looked around 
and then spotted Mr. Einstein in a distant 
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corner as he had a big stack of books on the 
table he was sitting at. Eva giggled, as we 

walked over to greet Albert… 

“Hello Mr. Albert Einstein, my name is Duane 
and this is my lovely friend, Miss Eva,” I said, 

as he looked up at us. 

“I am not Einstein here, sonny,” he said with 
a dry face. “What are you looking for?” He 

asked. 

“Do you remember the earth, sir?” I asked. 

“Of course I do! A stupid place with stupid 
people who like to pollute and destroy their 
own planet and love controlling others!” He 

said with a funny face. 

“I know what you are saying, sir.” I said, as 
he motioned for us to sit with him. 

“Tesla and I tried to do something wonderful 
for the world, but the money power people 
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stopped anything we tried to do. They loved 
us if we made bombs and weapons, but for 
people to have endless free energy was not 

going to happen according to them. I am 
looking for something else to do that has 

nothing to do with science and the madness 
it creates,” he said to us. 

“That is why we are here, sir. We have 
something, You Will LUV!” I said, as I Shared 

The NU~U with him and he liked it 

ASK ARNOLD on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
ARNOLD… 

“I went to The RealSide, as I put my body 
asleep. I was flying around a part of the 

Astral Realm, when I spotted some people 
on the beach, so I flew down to take a look. I 
immediately noticed that the Arnold who is 

the movie star in the physical realm was 
here. I landed close to him and walked 

over… 
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“Hey You!” He said to me as he pointed.  

“Hello Arnold, you look just like you do on 
the earth,” I said. 

“That is my other body that ‘Thinks’ it knows 
something. I have seen you somewhere 

before! What is your name?” He asked me. 

“I am Duane The Great Writer, and I have a 
body on earth like you,” I said. 

“I have heard of you!” Said Arnold “I have 
heard of others talking about what you are 

doing here and how you can go in other 
dimensions. Can you show me how to get 
beyond this place, I have been here a long 
time and it is starting to get very old for 

me!” He said to me. 

“Of course! It is rather easy to do. Start 
Singing The NUSound, The NU~U, and Your 

RealAwareniss will begin to See Beyond this 
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realm and into better ones. You will still be 
in Cause & Effect Creation for a while, and 

then YU, The RealU, will begin to Recognize 
The Real UNUverses and eventually The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.” I said. 

“NU~U~U~U, like this?” He asked. 

“Yes! Have Fun with this and you will meet 
The Real UNUversal Guides. They will 

provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
for Your Journey to RealFreedom Now!” I 

said. 

“I LUV This! Thank YU, Duane. I will try and 
tell my other self on earth about this,” he 

said. 

“That will be your challenge to do so, Arnold! 
Have Fun,” I said, as I flew off to See what 

else there was here.  
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ASK MIB on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
MIB… 

“The Men in Black know what the unaware 
people on this earth do not know. Most 

people want their LA LA Land Life here, and 
do not really See what is taking place on 

this Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet. 
There is No Succeeding with anything here, 
except to WakeUp and Free YourSelf Now! 

The MIB know this, as they are dealing with 
all the Alien influences on the planet. Funny 

thing is, they are working as a private 
agency to control the Aliens, and at the 

same time the people they are working for 
are bringing in the Aliens to Trap & TapLine 
people! I decided to go to the first area of 

The RealSide and speak with the MIB 
Agents. I first entered a dark and gloomy 

area that reminded me of where fake master 
HarOld Klump of EEKonkon and his Reptilian 
wife Joanny live in the bowels of the Lower 
Astral Realm. I could smell the stench as I 
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knew they were here on another dangerous 
mission for their big bosses. Suddenly I 
spotted them behind a huge dead tree. I 

walked over… “Hello fellows, would you have 
time to talk?” I asked, as they turned and 

made the motion to be quiet! 

“SHHHH… we are on a stake out for illegal 
Aliens that are planning to come to earth 
and cause a lot of trouble!” One of them 
said, as I looked around at all the dark 

gloom. 

“Okay,” I said as I whispered. 

“What are you doing here and how did you 
find us?” One asked.  

“My Adventure is to interview you. I can See 
You from wherever I am at,” I said. 

“What do you mean, you can See US?” One 
asked.  
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“It’s simple… Sing NU~U with me and I will 
show you,” I said, as I started to Sing NU~U 

softly to them. 

“That is a nice sound, but we have to watch 
what happens here,” One said. 

“Just try it and you will See,” I said, and so 
they Sang NU~U very softly together for 

about five minutes. And because we were 
away from the earth, The NU~U would work 

faster in this realm. 

“Hey!” One of them said as he looked at me, 
“Something is happening to me! I can See 
Thru the wall of that building where the 

Aliens are hiding. I can faintly See them and 
what they are doing. This NU~U really 

works,” he said continuing to Sing NU~U, as 
his partner looked at me with a thumbs up, 

because he was also Seeing Thru the 
building. I figured it was my time to go, as I 

See Aliens all the time with the Krone 
Korporation MemberShrimps and how 
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TapLined they are from HarOld & Joanny 
Klump! I flew off into the sky and into other 

levels. 

ASK KEANU REEVES on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
KEANU REEVES… 

“On The RealSide LifeIS, the lifestyle is a bit 
different. As I am Reporting The RealNUWS, 

I am have My NUAdventures with many 
people who are Waking Up to Singing The 

NU~U. The Keanu Reeves on the earth is not 
aware of what he is doing on The RealSide, 
as most people are not. There is always a 

much Greater Awareniss that can be Seen & 
Recognized with the personal self that each 
of us have created here. The dumbed down 

masses have been taught by the EK (Evil 
Karma) Systems, that Your Dreams are an 
illusion or fantasy. Actually, what you are 

always deciding becomes Your Dreams and 
then YU, The RealU, begins to experience 
Your Creations in other dimensions and 
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NUWorlds. You are always the decider of 
Your Life. The EK Systems have made you 
‘Think’ they know everything and have told 
you there are gods in the sky who created 

you. It is on earth that the real illusions 
exist with The Deceptors who created all 

the Distortions you have come to know and 
who rule this planet! 

“On The RealSide, Keanu is playing his roles 
as all of us do, and so I will see if he will 
take a few moments to speak with me… 

Hello Keanu, I see you are still practicing 
the martial arts,” I said. 

“Duane The Great Writer, yes I am. Just like 
you with The NU~U, I am keeping busy. Many 
of my friends here Sing The NU~U and meet 
with The RealGuides. The body and brain I 
have on earth is starting to respond, but it 

will still take some time,” he said. 
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“There is never any hurry, as we each go 
along at our own pace. Is there anything you 

would like to know and ask?” I said. 

“Since I have been in what I Now Recognize 
as the Designed Matrix, I want to know how 
to get beyond it like you have. I have read 
The NUBooks, and I am still not sure what 
you are referring to as THE ALLIS. How you 
describe the Gods of Man and who they are 
is very good. I have met the so-called god or 
GovernorLord in the Astral Realm. He is very 
impressive, but as I read your books, I began 

to See him in a new light, as to who he 
really is. I want to meet the Kalaum 

DevilGod, like the one in the movie, ‘The 
Devil’s Advocate’ I was in. Kalaum seems 

pretty scary!” He said. 

“He can be very scary, but you can handle 
this. You will learn to Recognize THE ALLIS, 

as you take time to See The TruReality 
LifeIS. Creation has its place, which is 

moreso based upon the Literalized Mind 
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Concerts. The Real UNUverses are a 
RealPosition of TruRecognition & 

PerSeeving The Trulanguage of The Whole 
of Life. LifeIS an ISNIS, an ALLAliveniss, 

unlike the Embodiment Realms (ER) in Cause 
& Effect Creation. Have Fun Living Your 

NUAdvenures, Keanu,” I said. 

“Thank you, Duane, I will be flying off to my 
next training. See you again,” he said, as he 
leaped into the sky and fly very fast. WOW! 

ASK BOND on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
BOND… 

“I have always liked the 007, James Bond 
Adventures. Bond IS The Real Risktaker! The 

NUBond has woken up to the fact that the 
Queen he served is one of the head 

Deceptors and Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) on the earth. The dumbed down 

public still worships the Personal Icons who 
have established themselves as ‘something 
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special’ for themselves. The NUBond IS 
Focused on “What IS Real Now!’ He Sees 
what is taking place with the EKK (Evil 
Karma Korporations) and how they are 
destroying The ALLNatural Environment 
Supporting US. There were many actors 

playing the role of James Bond in the 
movies, and this idea starts me off with My 
RealAdventures. I go to The RealSide LifeIS, 
which many people ‘Think’ is their Dreams. 
The physical realm and the RoundWorlds is 

‘The Passing Dream’ and when YU, The 
RealU, goes beyond this realm, you are 

going into the first part of The RealSide that 
many people are familiar with, the Astral 

Realm. It is YU, The RealU, Your 
RealAwareniss that is making the journey to 
a NUPosition for Your TruSelf in NUWorlds & 

Real UNUverses that are unseen to the 
physical eyes. I have been had a 

RealEducation with The Real UNUversal 
Guides for lifetimes, and My RealAdventure 
is to Share what I have learned. I am going 
to interview The TruSelf of Sean Connery 
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while his body is asleep and he is in the 
other worlds and having his Dream 

Experiences. As I am flying around one of 
the many areas of the Astral Realm, I See 
Sean having a confrontation with Reptilian 
Aliens. As I fly closer, I can See that they 

are trying to capture him. My impression is 
the Aliens want to keep using him for their 

marketing purposes and Sean does not want 
to have anything to do with them. On the 

earth Sean is older now, but the RATS want 
to keep using him for their own Kontrol of 

others. I flew down to him… 
“Hello Sean, can I be of service,” I asked 

him. 
“Yes you can whoever you are! I have been 

fighting off these pests for years and I 
cannot seem to get away from THEM!” He 
said, as he was struggling to loosen their 

grip with him. 
“NU~U~U~U~U~U~U…” I said several times, 
and the Aliens let him go and then ran away 

as fast as they could! 
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“WOW! What was that Sound you just used 
on THEM?” He asked very surprised. 

“The NU~U! The NU~U gets rid of Reptilian 
TapLining. What the Aliens were trying to do 

is put more TapLines in you. Your physical 
self does not Recognize what is taking 

place, as disease and illnesses will start to 
show up in your body, and even cancers!” I 

said. 
“What about backache’s, that too?” He 

Asked. 
“Oh yes, especially backache’s, because 
that is where the Rats like to TapLine you 

where you cannot See what they have done. 
Start Singing NU~U at night before you sleep 
and in Your Dreams, like where we are now, 
and the RATS cannot bother you anymore!” I 

said, as he smiled. 
“Thank you so much… what was your name 
and how do I find you?” He asked as I began 

to fly in the air. 
“Duane The Great Writer… We will meet 

again!” I said, as I went up in the Endless 
Skies. 
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ASK CLINT EASTWOOD on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
CLINT EASTWOOD… 

“As I was entering The RealSide, I saw a 
huge movie set where Clint Eastwood was 
making a movie. On The RealSide is where 
everything is created before it becomes a 
solid reality in the physical realm. Most 

people ‘Think’ only in material terms, and 
that everything falls from the sky from the 

invented Gods of Man onto the earth. I 
watch as Clint was acting in the movie and 

also directing it. After a while everyone took 
a break, and so I walked over to him to see 

if he would talk with me… 

“Hello Mr. Clint Eastwood, I am Duane The 
Great Writer from the earth, and I was 

wondering if you had a few moments for an 
interview?” I asked, as he looked at me. 
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“Duane The Great Writer! I have heard of 
you. You are on Facebook with a woman 

named Eva, right?” He said. 

“Yes, we both do a lot of Sharing The 
NUSound, The NU~U,” I said. 

“I have seen some of your pictures. I was a 
little curious as to what you two do, but I am 
always so busy. Send me one of your books 
and I will look at it, possibly for a movie,” he 

said. 

I can do that. I suggest you try Singing The 
NU~U, as you are going to sleep and Watch 

Your Dreams. Life will have some Fun 
Surprises for You,” I said. 

“Okay, I will try The NU~U, and I will let you 
know what happens with an email on earth. 
I will get back to making my movie now, see 
you again, Duane The Great Writer,” he said, 
as he walked away and I flew up into the big 

skies. 
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“It was about a month later and I did receive 
an email from Clint. He spoke about meeting 

strange aliens in his dreams and also 
meeting a man with black hair and a black 
beard that gave him a lot of knowledge he 
could not remember, Rebazar Tarzs. Clint 

said he liked Singing The NU~U, and that he 
would write me again.” 

THE REAL MATRIX on FACEBOOK 

WAKEUP... YOU ARE IN THE REAL MATRIX of 
HUman Farming... 

“On The RealSide LifeIS, the lifestyle is a bit 
different. As I am Reporting The RealNUWS, 

I am have My NUAdventures with many 
people who are Waking Up to Singing The 

NU~U. The Keanu Reeves on the earth is not 
aware of what he is doing on The RealSide, 
as most people are not. There is always a 

much Greater Awareniss that can be Seen & 
Recognized with the personal self that each 
of us have created here. The dumbed down 
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masses have been taught by the EK (Evil 
Karma) Systems, that Your Dreams are an 
illusion or fantasy. Actually, what you are 

always deciding becomes Your Dreams and 
then YU, The RealU, begins to experience 
Your Creations in other dimensions and 

NUWorlds. You are always the decider of 
Your Life. The EK Systems have made you 
‘Think’ they know everything and have told 
you there are gods in the sky who created 

you. It is on earth that the real illusions 
exist with The Deceptors who created all 

the Distortions you have come to know and 
who rule this planet! 

ASK DAVID ICKE on FACEBOOK 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews 
DAVID ICKE… 

“I highly respect the fact of what David Icke 
and John Wilcox are doing with exposing the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) on this 
planet. What they present is well document 
and to the point. It is good to know what is 
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really taking place here. What they do not 
know at this time is that everyone can get 
beyond Cause & Effect Creation into The 

Real UNUverses of RealFreedom during this 
lifetime. It is true that many people are 

Seeing Past the ‘Conspiracy Theory’ idea 
created by the government to make people 

‘Think’ there can be no such thing as 
Deception and Corruption in politics, 

religion, spiritual teaching, and education 
and scientific inventions, when in fact it is 
all Deception and Corruption beyond what 
most people can ever imagine! The masses 

are so dumbed down and saturated with 
Marketing Ploy, that they really do not have 
any idea what a RealLife IS. I always meet 

people on The RealSide, because their 
physical personal self usually does not See 

past their nose, even though they ‘Think’ 
they already know more than Life! So, I went 

hunting for the real David Icke… 

“As I flew into what I would call a middle 
class section of the Astral Realm, I saw 
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David Icke speaking with a group of people, 
so I decided to fly down and have a chat. As 
I landed on the ground, David was speaking 

about the RATS on the earth and in this 
realm. When I had the chance I caught his 

attention and asked him a question… “David, 
are you aware there are more levels beyond 

this one that people can escape from the 
RATS?” I asked. 

“He looked at me for a moment and 
hesitated, then said… “Tell us what you 

know, sir,” he said. 

“I am very aware of the RATS and what they 
are doing, and this is very good to know, but 
even with all the knowledge you have on the 
earth, you are still on the earth! When you 
Read My NUBooks and Sing The NUSound, 
The NU~U, Life will show you, ‘What IS Real 

Now!” I said. 

Everyone just looked at me for a moment, 
and then one of the people who was 
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standing with this group said, “I have heard 
of The NU~U. Someone I know who was with 
HarOld Klump was chanting the HU for years 
and began to have many physical problems 
with their health. He discovered The NU~U 

and began to heal himself. You just reminded 
me of this and I am going to start Singing 

The NU~U, thank you. What is your name?” 
He asked. 

“Duane The Great Writer,” I said. 

“Duane, can I ask you more about the other 
levels?” Asked Davis Icke. 

“Of course, that is why I am here, to Share 
The NU~U for RealFreedom Now!” I said. 

“I spoke with David and the others for 
several hours and told them how to contact 

me. This was another Fun Journey to 
NUWorlds Beyond! 
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MR BUSINESSMAN and YOUR PLAN 

"I speak with people all over this world who 
are involved in one business or another. 

Most people are so indoctrinated into what 
their business or job is, and this is all they 

can see. Did the Indians have jobs and 
produce harmful products to The ALL 

Natural Environment that ALL Supports US? 
Of course they did not, but it is so important 

that people keep Agreeing to what is 
destroying this planet on a daily basis. The 

Unaware Masses like to justify their 
'careers' as something essential to their 

lifestyle and survival, when in fact, almost 
everything the public has come to know has 

been Psyco-Logically Marketed to them 
without their Real Understanding of what is 
taking place. Each person has the right to 
decide their life. An example is, a 'big-shot' 

business man I recently spoke to, as he 
delivers huge tankers of oil country to 

country. His 'only' concern is the money he 
makes and the Agreements he gets from 
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those he does business with. There are a lot 
of people who want the oil to keep flowing, 
because they want to drive their cars and 

have fun. What the Psyco-Logical 
Businessman doe not See, or want to See is, 

the oil he is making a lot from is 'created 
from the Fed' and is going to Planet Poisons 

for the ChemTrail Jets, Monsanto who 
creates GMO FakeFood & Toxic Products, 

Lethal Pharmaceutical Drugs and Vaccines, 
that do more harm than good, and of course 
the average citizen that drives their car and 

poisons themselves and everyone around 
them and so much more! 

"I suggest to each person to take a look at 
their life and decide if they really want to be 
involved with what they have decided so far. 
DuaneIS a UNUversal Seer, and 'Seeing' the 
Businessman I refer to here, he will be back 
in future lifetimes 'living' in the Poisons & 
Toxins he is a part of Now with his new 

Deformed Body, but of course he does Not 
See this and he will not remember he was 
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ever here! All he sees is the fake created 
money the EKK (Evil Karma Korporations) 

have Psyco-Logically indoctrinated him and 
others with. LifeIS ALL About Choice! 

Lifetime after lifetime, YU, The RealU, is 
given the opportunity to WakeUp to 'What IS 

Real Now' or Stay Lost with the created 
social systems of the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS). Mr. Businessman, is the 
money worth it? 

YOUR LITERALIZED HEAVEN 

“The Designed MicrowaveMatrix of the EKK 
(Evil Karma Korporations) Systems is to 
keep people ‘Literalized & MiliTerrorized’ 

into ‘Thinking’ that whatever the EKK 
Systems create is some sort of Divine (die 
on the vine)Absoluteness that is from their 
invented Gods of Man. People have been 

CONditioned into ‘Thinking’ they know more 
than Life ITSelf. This is the idea of worship 
and prayer and to beg to the Ghostly Gods 
and tell them what you want, and when you 
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do not get your way, then you have an 
attitude. The same Literalized ‘act’ of The 

Deceptors and The Influence is to make sure 
people ‘believe’ in their Designated 

Literalized Heavens, which do exist, as I 
have been to many of them. They are the 

Astral, Causal, and Mental Realms in Cause 
& Effect Creation. What I am presenting is 

not what your teachers in school taught you, 
and even if they knew what I am sharing, 

they would not tell you! Why? Because they 
are Kontrolled by the One World Order 

(OWO) and the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) who rule this planet from Your 

Subconscious Mind. YOU are in The Real 
Matrix! You look out and see the outside 

world, while the RATS TapLine You in Your 
Dreams! Whether you ‘believe’ in their 

Designated Heavens or not, you will be going 
there, just like the FEMA Camps that are 

being prepared for YOU on earth, and then 
you will soon return into another Deformed 

Body and start your Creation Process all 
over again until YU, The RealU, really does 
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WakeUp to ‘What IS Real Now!’ WakeUp or 
Stay Asleep! Have Fun Deciding! 

DUANE&EVA NUORGANIC FARM 

"WWE have The RealCure for ALL! WWE as 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators grow the 
Biggest Fruits & Veggies. Our Produce IS 

Huge! What WWE grow is not The RealCure. 
What WWE Share IS The RealCure, and that 

IS RealGuidance and a RealEducation for 
You to Become MoreAware. YU, The RealU, 
Your RealAwareniss, IS The RealCure for YU 
to WakeUp Now! Do You really want to just 
grow old and unaware with this life as you 
have in previous ones? WWE show You how 

to WakeUp and Be Wonderful! Have Fun 
Deciding! 
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YOUR REALFAMILY 

“Unknown to most, we have each come from 
an Astounding & Amazing Position that can 

in no way compare to what we are each 
experiencing here from all the lifetimes we 
have spent getting to this very moment in 

Creation. Creation can be a fun place like a 
playground is to children, but The Real 

UNUverses beyond Creation are So 
Extremely Endless and Vast and Beyond any 

wonder imaginable. This is why The 
TruReality LifeIS, decided to have each of us 

go thru the Process of Creation, because 
Creation becomes the comparison for what 
is not real! We have come form where you 

cannot even imagine, and then we gradually 
begin to See what we have been going thru 

as a Process in the 'simulator' known as 
Creation, which was created for the sole 

purpose for each of us to WakeUp when we 
are ready to decide to! Creation does 'seem' 
like the reality LifeIS, but it is Not! Creation 

and everything we are doing here and 
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mostly on unseen levels has its place and is 
part of the OverALL Picture The Whole of 
LifeIS. We first go thru lifetimes making 

families and friends, who are really Not out 
RealFamily and RealFriends, but only 
shadows, as we have created our own 

bodies and situations for each life as others 
have created theirs. The invented 'story' 
from the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 

who first invaded the earth created the fake 
doctrines and fake gods and have convinced 

those who are prisoners on this HUman 
Farming Planet, that it is the Ghostly Gods 

who created you. At some point in your 
history here you decided to Agree with 

THEM (TapLining HUman Eating Martians). 
And so you are still here and Agreeing to all 

the Restrictions they create for you and 
marketing you to once again Agree to your 
own Demise! As long as you keep Agreeing 
to what is created and 'looks' to be so real 

here, you will continue to return 
unconsciously, until you Really Do WakeUp! 
Your so-called family and friends here are 
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the First Steps for you to WakeUp, but not 
the ultimate or end result, that is unless you 

want to stay in Cause & Effect Creation 
forever, which you most certainly can if you 

decide to! From this life, just like all the 
others ones YU, The RealU, has lived here, 

you will soon be going to the RATS 
Designated Heavens, where they already 

have a place for you, as they continue their 
Savior & God BrainWashing Techniques on 

you... VERY REAL! 

LISTEN TO THE DUCK on FACEBOOK 

LISTEN TO THE DUCK on FACEBOOK... 
“ALL of US are Beings in The Body. This is 
part of The First Steps that YU, The RealU, 
has gone thru for millions of lifetimes. YU, 
Your RealAwareniss, has been into many 

different body types until YU finally reached 
becoming a Physical Body. In the beginning 
of your process with the various body types 
you had help from others, until YU were able 
to make your own, just like you would make 
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your own cloths. The Marketing Ploy of the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who first 
invaded this planet has been that there are 
gods in the sky who created You. The RATS 
also created the Deceptive Doctrines that 
most of the unaware masses emotionally 

cling to and 'Think' are real. YU are actually 
a FreeBeing of RealLight already existing in 
The Real UNUverses beyond Creation and 
the fake Gods of Man. Learn to Recognize 

The RealU & Be Free Now! 
“You can stay Trapped & TapLined here for 

many more lifetimes of the same old 
drudgery, or you can WakeUp with US and 

Learn to Free YourSelf from Cause & Effect 
Karma Creation! WWE are Wonderful 

WorldWide Educators providing 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no 
one else! WWE are The RealConnection to 

The NUWay Out of Restricting Creation and 
the Authoritarians who rule this planet with 

an iron fist! WakeUp with US or Stay Lost 
with THEM! 
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PIONEER TALES on FACEBOOK 

PIONEER TALES / Tuesdays 5PM PST / 
323.580.5677 

LISTEN TO BLOG TALK RADIO... 
www.BlogTalkRadio.com 

“Let's return once again to the old days of 
the Wild Wild Wonderful West when we 

heard the mighty sound of “Hi Ho 
Silver!” (Actually, not every heard this). Of 

course, The Lone Ranger was an adventure 
for many, and maybe we will mention him on 
'Pioneer Tales' and maybe we will not! Each 
exciting RealLife Adventure with LandSlide 
Val (as long as he can stay on the trail and 
not Slide off... hahaha) and the Lovely Miss 
Coyote Woman (Real Live Indian living on 

earth) will be awe-inspiring and very 
possibly out-of-this-world! Watch for Mystery 
Guests! Do You want to Know More than you 
ever have before, or do You want to just Stay 

The Same and Bore Yourself and others? 
WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
and WWE Are Fun! Listen & Learn with US! 
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"WWE SING NU~U~U~U” 

"WWE SING NU~U~U~U" 
“WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 

and WWE are Fun! WWE provide The 
RealConnection with The Whole of Life, THE 
ALLIS. The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, is 
not a god as people worship and pray to. IT 
IS The TruSoundLight ALLAliveniss LifeIS. 

The Gods of Man were invented by the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) eons ago to 

enslave people into reincarnation and 
unawareness. For those who have been 

indoctrinated with the educational systems 
of this earth, it will take some time to 

Recognize what WWE are Sharing as a Total 
Benefit for ALL. WWE are ALL Over This 

World! WWE are beyond all the Restrictions 
of the Authoritarians and the fake gods of 
the unaware. WakeUp with US & Be Free 
Now! Read The NUBook & Sing The NU~U 

and Watch Your DreamVisions! 
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CLEAN CLEAR SKIES on FACEBOOK 

CLEAN CLEAR SKIES on FACEBOOK… 
“Does it Make Sense to have Poisons 

Sprayed in YOUR SKIES? Are YOU really 
‘Thinking’ the ChemTrails in YOUR SKIES are 
a Conspiracy Theory? You can ‘pretend’ all 

YOU want, but the ChemTrails are still REAL 
and they are out to GET YOU! Does this 

sound like Science Fiction? YOU are in The 
Designed Matrix of the Reptilian Alien 

TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol this planet! 
There is so much more than just ChemTrails 

to be Very Concerned about, but if YOU 
would rather reincarnate into a Deformed 
Body in the future when The ALLNatural 

Environment that Supports ALL of US is a 
Lot Worse, then just stay in Your ‘LA LA 

Land’ ideas of a good life here… HAVE FUN 
DECIDING! 
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WWE NEUMANAGERS 

WWE are WONDERFUL WORLDWIDE 
EDUCATORS for ALL… 

“WWE provide RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation like no one else! WWE are 

The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation 
and The Designed Matrix of The Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol this 
planet. WWE are Beyond and MoreAware 

than all the ‘Spiritual Astral Paths’ that are 
Korporations on the earth. WWE are with 

Rebazar Tarzs & Paul Twitchell & The Real 
UNUversal Guides of The TruReality LifeIS, 

THE ALLIS. THE ALLIS, is Not a god or 
personality, IT IS The ALLAliveniss LifeIS. 
THE ALLIS, is like the Sun Shining! IT IS 

Pure & Real and No Restrictions! THE ALLIS, 
is in The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom 

beyond Cause & Effect Creation and the fake 
gods. WWE show YU how to Become 

MoreAware & SelfSufficient! YU, The RealU, 
Your RealAwareniss, can WakeUp with US or 

Stay Lost here for more lifetimes with the 
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invented Space Gods of Man and the 
Authoritarians, where you will reincarnate in 
the future into a deformed body and a much 

worse environment than now. Sing The 
NUSound, The NU~U, and Watch Your 

DreamVisions, and ‘Let Life Show YU… 
‘What IS Real Now! 

“You can become a Community Sponsor with 
US and The ALLNatural Environment that 

Supports ALL of US. WWE have The 
TruCourses for you to Learn to Free YourSelf 
from all the Restriction of the KEK Systems 

(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations). The Earth 
is in a Huge Demise with ChemTrails, GMO 
FakeFood, Lethal Vaccines, HAARP, Mind 

Kontrolling Microwaves, Smart Meters and 
so much more! WWE show YU, The RealU, 
how to Escape The Real Matrix you are in 

Now! 
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RJ & THE DECEPTORS on FACEBOOK 

RJ & THE DECEPTORS on FACEBOOK… 
“REPTILIAN JOANNY and Fake master Harry 
are always in the EK (Evil Karma) News! EK 

News is reported from the Lower Astral 
Realm where Reptilian Alien TapLining 

(RATS) is the main business. On earth, it is 
the EKK (Evil Karma Korporations) that are 

a part of the One World Order (OWO) and 
rule the Human Farmed dumbed down 
unaware masses. In other words… it is 

‘business as usual’ with RJ & fake master 
Harry Klump of the EEKonkon, ‘Fright & 

Noise of Kalaum God’ Krone Korporation. RJ 
& Harry make sure their membershrimps 

stay one-dimensional and literalized 
according to the MiliTerrorized Systems of 
the DarkBrats and the OWO. The RATS have 

actually convinced people that their 
Purposely Planned Poisoned Prison Planet is 
some kind of ‘LA LA Land’ to make a Happy 

Home on! The unaware masses keep 
reincarnating and not remembering how 
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many lifetimes they have been slaves to the 
RATS and the Authoritarians! 

ASK KELSEY & TANYA on FACEBOOK 

ASK KELSEY & TANYA on FACEBOOK... 
"THE UNITED STATES IS ALIVE! USA IS 

AWAKE! AMERICA IS WONDERFUL! For the 
people of earth who are in the USA, they 

can have The Real Privilege of Meeting, Miss 
Kelsey Brown & Miss Tanya Quarteman. 

They are The NULeaders with Rebazar Tarzs 
& The Real UNUversal Guides of THE ALLIS. 

THE NUMAN & THE NUWAVIS NOW! WWE 
are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and 

WWE are The RealLight & NUBeings of THE 
ALLIS for ALL on the earth with The Real 

Connection to The Real UNUverses beyond 
Cause & Effect Karma Creation. WWE know 
what WWE are Doing! WWE are Always Doing 

Something Wonderful as WWE Share Our 
RealExperiences with Africa and The World. 
WWE Sing The NUSound, The NU~U with The 
RealGuides. WWE Welcome Everyone to Sing 
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The NU~U for RealFreedom, as WWE know 
there are so many people on this planet that 
are Trapped & TapLined & Restricted with 

HU Howling, OM, AUM Chanting, Amen 
Religious Kontrol and so much more that is 
EK (Evil Karma). Singing NU~U gives YU, 
The RealU, The RealConnection with The 

SoundLight ALLAliveniss of The Real 
UNUverses & THE ALLIS. YU will Become 

MoreAware and Your DreamVisions will open 
for YU! WAKEUP with US NOW! 

BE A PROMOTER 

BE A PROMOTER… 
“For those who want to have RealSuccess, 
RealFreedom & Become SelfSufficient, you 

need to Seee Past YourSelf and just growing 
old here as you have for more lifetimes than 
you can count! The ‘Selfie’ ideas are cute, 
but as time goes on you may not want to 
even show yourself, so I suggest YU, The 

RealU, WakeUp and ‘Be a Promoter’ of 
others who Sing The NU~U, as you Seee 
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them as The RealBeings of RealLight they 
Already IS! I LUV to Promote others and 
Seee them as The Real Star! When you 

Promote Others, they will Promote You! This 
is how WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators Support Everyone and then 

Everyone Becomes Truly Successful with 
their RealAwareniss! WWE make surviving 

on the earth FUN! There will always be 
those people who emotionally cling to 

tradition, politics and religion, customs, 
rituals, drama, old gods and saviors, and 
whatever else people can dream up that 
keeps them Trapped & TapLined on the 

earth for more unaware lifetimes in 
deformed embodiments! WakeUp and 

Promote those who are The Real RiskTakers 
and who Promote Rebazar Tarzs & Paul 
Twitchell & The Real UNUversal Guides! 

WWE ARE WONDERFUL ALWAYS! 
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WWE are THE REAL WAKEUP NOW 

WWE are THE REAL WAKEUP NOW… 
“This is a very small planet and what is 

taking place here is more than Humorous! 
People are waking up all over this world to 
the HUman Farming Evil Kontrollers (HUEK) 
and what they have done for eons to the lost 
souls who keep reincarnating over and over 

again on this Purposely Poisoned Prison 
Planet! Do you really want to keep coming 

back here with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) and their VooDoo Religions and 
sacrifice yourself once more to their 
invented Space Gods of Worthless 

Worshiping and PrayPaying? You have 
followed their ‘Loving’ ideas for many 

lifetimes and you are still here! You are 
taught to ‘Love Everything’ and you will go to 

their Designated Heavens in the Astral 
Worlds and then return unconscious here 
once more, because ‘their way’ does not 

work to get YU, The RealU, out of Cause & 
Effect Karma Creation. The Whole of LifeIS 
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Bigger than Creation and a lot more fun! 
Some of this world is experiencing a certain 

amount of waking up, but it is not a Real 
WakeUp with Your RealAwareniss and to 
The Real UNUverses beyond Restricted 

Creation and the Human Farming 
Authoritarians and Fake Gods who rule 

Creation! The idea that there are gods who 
created you is a fallacy story to keep you 
subservient and a slave forever with the 

RATS. You have been embedded with Fear 
and not given a RealEducation about Your 
RealAwareniss, as YU are a FreeBeing of 
RealLight and not just a Human Body that 

grows old! Stay as you are and ‘Think’ 
whatever you want to and you will end up 
the same way you always have, right back 

here and knowing nothing! Or, Take The Risk 
and Sing The NU~U and Watch Your 

DreamVisions for RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation… It is always Your Choice! 
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THEY only Hire the Dumbed Down & 
Unaware 

THEY only Hire the Dumbed Down & 
Unaware… 

“THEY are the TapLining HUman Eating 
YAliens who rule this Purposely Poisoned 

Prison Planet! Also known as the RATS 
(Reptilian Alien TapLiners). These are the 

political, religious, spiritual, educational and 
scientific systems that have set themselves 
up as the ‘official’ Authoritarians with their 

‘Rules & Regulations & Restrictions’ to keep 
YOU as their slave with the Gods of Man 

who Rule Over the Human Farming on earth. 
THEY cannot hire people who are Awake & 
Aware & Real, with what THEY are really 

doing, because that would expose them to 
their Dumbed Down & Unaware Supporters, 

and then their EK (Evil Karma) Deceptive 
Kontrol would not work as well, or not at all! 

The same is with those who Vote for the 
Deceptive Democratic Processing 

Programing, which is really a bunch of 
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Knuckleheaded Paid Actors who Deceive 
others into supporting THEM (TapLining 

Human Eating Martians). Deception Rules 
This Planet! Those who Deceive others and 
whatever they else they do, THEY will meet 

themselves during this life or the many 
future lifetimes THEY will be returning here 
unaware and the Effect of Everything! THEY 
keep ‘Thinking’ THEY know more than Life 

ITSELF! THEY are in Cause & Effect 
Creation and THEY will learn the hard way 

to WakeUp Now, or possibly Never! 
“An Excellent Example of a Komplete 
TakeOver and Planned Deception is, 

EEKonkon “Fright & Noise of The Kalaum 
God’ spiritual programing & processing path 

to nowhere Staring, fake master master 
Harry & Reptilian Joanny Klump. On the 

front of their Reptilian Designed Temple is 
the ‘EK’ symbol which really means ‘Evil 

Karma’ and THEY make sure their Dumbed 
Down & Unaware Worshiping & PrayPaying 

MemberShrimps ‘Think’ THEY are really 
‘good, divine & holey’ in respect to the One 
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World Order at Ratican City, Rome, where 
exists the Kontrolling Deceptive RATS who 
Rule Everyone with an Iron Fist! I am NOT 

Criticizing anyone, I am ‘Reporting The 
RealNews’ and anyone can Learn to Seee 
USS (UNUversal SuperBeingS) and what is 

taking place on The RealSide LifeIS, by 
simply Singing The NUSound, The NU~U, 
and Life will Show YU, The RealU, in Your 

DreamVisions ‘What IS Real Now!’ Take The 
Risk or Stay Lost as a ‘follower, worshiper 
and a believer’ with the Fake Gods of Man 

the RATS originally invented! 

ASK DUANEVA ABOUT THE REAL 
UNIVERSES 

“Beyond Cause & Effect Creation and the 
Authoritarians and the Fake Gods of Man, 
there IS Real UNUverses of PurSound & 

PurLight where YU, The RealU, is a 
FreeBeing of RealLight. WWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators are The Real Wakeup 
for Everyone Now! WWE show You how to 
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explore beyond what you have known here 
and is Restricting You to this Matrixed World 
of Appearances. Take The Risk and Learn to 

Seee what You never have Seeen before! 
HAVE FUN DECIDING! 

TAPLINING WARNING ON FACEBOOK 

“Astral TapLining is Very Real and the 
unaware masses are infected with it. This 
entire planet is in a Designed Matrix by the 
One World Order Kontrollers, the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS). WakeUp and Seee 

what is really taking place here or Stay 
Asleep and be the Effect of Everything in 
Cause & Effect Creation. An example of 

Astral TapLining is, EEKONKON, Fright & HU 
Noise of The Kalaum God, with fake master 

Harry and Reptilian Joanny Klump as the 
Regimented Religious Rulers. This is one of 
the many spiritual paths Astrally HUng with 
the RATS. Like many others, Harry and RJ, 

use the HU word to entice people, then 
TapLine them into future lifetimes with the 
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RATS. The religions use HU, OM, AUM, Amen 
and other seductive words to lure the 

unaware into their Astral TapLining! WWE 
are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and 

WWE are The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect 
Creation! Sing The NUSound, The NU~U and 

Free YourSelf Now! 

WWE ARE FREE Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators 

“WWE are The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect 
Creation! Do you want to spend more 

lifetimes here with the World Kontrollers, or 
would YU, The RealU, like to Be Free Now? 

WORLD ORDER REPTILIAN TAPLINERS 
(WORTS) 

“Astral TapLining is Very Real and the 
unaware masses are infected with it. This 
entire planet is in a Designed Matrix by the 
One World Order Kontrollers, the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS). WakeUp and Seee 
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what is really taking place here or Stay 
Asleep and be the Effect of Everything in 
Cause & Effect Creation. An example of 

Astral TapLining is, EEKONKON, Fright & HU 
Noise of The Kalaum God, with fake master 

Harry and Reptilian Joanny Klump as the 
Regimented Religious Rulers. This is one of 
the many spiritual paths Astrally HUng with 
the RATS. Like many others, Harry and RJ, 

use the HU word to entice people, then 
TapLine them into future lifetimes with the 

RATS. The religions use HU, OM, AUM, Amen 
and other seductive words to lure the 

unaware into their Astral TapLining! WWE 
are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and 

WWE are The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect 
Creation! Sing The NUSound, The NU~U and 

Free YourSelf Now! 
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SHINING LIKE THE SUN 

“WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
and WWE are FreeBeings of RealLight, 
Brighter than The Sun Shining! You can 

continue to consciously and unconsciously 
Agree to the World Order Reptilian 

TapLiners (WORTS) who invented their 
‘Officialness’ as Authoritarians and the Gods 

of Man most people worship and pray to, 
along with all the Restrictions, Rules and 

Regulations they Astrally TapLine you with, 
or YU, The RealU, can WakeUp and Take The 

Risk to Free YourSelf Now! 

DO YOU KNOW WHICH PLANET YOU ARE 
ON? 

“To most unaware people, the earth is their 
PlayGround LA LA Land Extraordinaire! In a 
funny way, this does make sense to those 

who do not know what they are really doing 
here. The LA LA Land idea here is to be 

raised by unaware parents who keep 
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Agreeing to a Deformed & Deceptive One 
World Order Political & Religious System of 
Kontrol, and then.going thru a MiliTerrorized 

Educated Programing, designed by The 
Deceptors who rule this planet. Step Two is 
to further ones brainwashing occupation and 

distorted education into a college or 
university to where a person can go thru 
more unnecessary torture to get ‘their’ 

degree to chase the invented Kontrolling 
Money that was invented by the Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS). Then once let loose 
into the public, the Completely Conditioned 

Creature can then work for a Kontrolling 
Earthly Korporation (KEK) and continue on 

with Destroying The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports ALL of US! Are 

you sure you want to keep doing this lifetime 
after lifetime? WakeUp with US or Stay Lost 

here for a lot longer! 
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WWE SUPPORT YU, WHEN YU SUPPORT 
USS! 

“WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
(WWE). WWE are UNUversal SuperBeingS 
(USS) with The Real UNUversal Guides & 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Beyond 

the invented Gods of Man there are Endless 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom! YU, The 
RealU, is looking for a way to escape the 

Designed Matrix of the World Order Reptilian 
TapLiners (WORTS). WWE are The NUWay 
Out of Cause & Effect Creation! YU must 

have The RealCourage to StepUp and Share 
The RealConnection, The NUSound, The 

NU~U, with Everyone, and then THE NUMAN 
& The Real UNUversal Guides & THE ALLIS, 
will Support YU! WWE provide RealGuidance 
and a RealEducation like no one else! WWE 

are here for those who Support USS! YU 
Must Realistically Earn Your Way Out of 
Karmic Kontrolling Kreation (KKK). No 

matter what you ‘Think or Believe’ about the 
Kontrolling Earthly Korporations (KEK) you 
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are still Trapped & TapLined in Creation with 
all Your Emotional Agreements that look so 
good to Your Personal Self. You will be back 
here again if YU do not WakeUp Now! If YU 

are too afraid to StepUp with USS and Share 
Something Wonderful & Real, then you are 
on your own with the Authoritarians and 
their Reptilian Gods. Have Fun Deciding! 

ARE YOU JUST ORDINARY? 
WWE GIVE THE REALU THE HINTS 

“WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
(WWE). WWE are UNUversal SuperBeingS 
(USS) with The Real UNUversal Guides & 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Beyond 

the invented Gods of Man there are Endless 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom! Are You 

the everyday person that ‘Thinks’ You know 
more than Life ITSELF and this life on earth 
is all there is, and that whatever has been 

invented here by the KEK Systems 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) is the 
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absoluteness? You can keep ‘Thinking’ this 
and You will continue to return here in a 
new body form once more! WWE are Not 
Ordinary like You, WWE are Wonderful & 
Real! WWE Share what no one else can, 

because WWE are Real with TruSincerity & 
Honor! Ordinary People are not interested in 

anything Real, they are only interested in 
what is created here while they are waiting 

to grow old once more as they have from 
their past lifetimes on this 9 to 5 Drudgery 
World. Ordinary People cannot Truly Seee 

Past this ‘world of appearances’ as they are 
hypnotized by all the phenomena that takes 
place. You can stay as You are, or Take The 
Risk and Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and 

Become MoreAware with US! 
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ASTRAL ANGELS or REAL UNUVERSAL 
GUIDES 

ASTRAL ANGELS & THE GODS OF MAN 

“Many people are aware of the reality of 
Angels with their Wings. Artists throughout 
history have depicted those from the other 

worlds with wings who are supposedly of an 
angelic nature. The Angel People are those 

who were once on the earth and have 
‘earned their wings’ so to speak. They are in 

the Astral and Mental Realms, or what I 
refer to as The Two Heavens of Man, which 
are in Cause & Effect Creation. The Angel 

People ‘appear’ to be the ultimate and have 
huge knowledge, but they are really about 
the same as unaware people on earth who 
are struggling to find The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS. The Real UNUversal Guides do 
not need the ‘training wheels or wings’ of 
the Angels with the Fake Gods in Creation. 
Creation is a ‘simulator’ of a ReaLife in The 
Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS. Deception 

Rules Cause & Effect Creation and the Gods 
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of Man and the Authoritarians on the earth, 
as they are very cleaver and mischievous 

with Deceiving people everyday. Deception 
leads to Demise, and this is what is 

happening with The ALLNatural Environment 
Supporting ALL of US. The unaware masses 

are continually contributing to this 
Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet! The Angel 

People cannot save anyone, nor their 
‘appointed saviors’ who are nothing more 
than Marketing Ploy to the dumbed down 

and drugged public. It is a ‘sweet’ idea with 
the Astral Emotional Love most people 

TapLine each other with, but it will lead to 
diseases and cancers and more unconscious 
lifetimes on earth, as this planet gets more 
contaminated everyday! WWE as Wonderful 

WorldWide Educators with The Real 
UNUversal Guides, provide RealGuidance 

and a RealEducation like no one else! 
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ASTRAL ANGELS & DEMONS 

“Many people are aware of the reality of 
Angels with their Wings. Artists throughout 
history have depicted those from the other 

worlds with wings who are supposedly of an 
angelic nature. The Angel People are those 

who were once on the earth and have 
‘earned their wings’ so to speak. They are in 

the Astral and Mental Realms, or what I 
refer to as The Two Heavens of Man, which 
are in Cause & Effect Creation. The Angel 

People ‘appear’ to be the ultimate and have 
huge knowledge, but they are really about 
the same as unaware people on earth who 
are struggling to find The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS. The Real UNUversal Guides do 
not need the ‘training wheels or wings’ of 
the Angels with the Fake Gods in Creation. 

The Demons many people worship also have 
wings like Bats. Astral Angels and Lower 
Astral Demons have Not Recognized their 
RealAwareniss, and so they are subject to 

Cause & Effect Karma in Creation. Creation 
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is a ‘simulator’ of a ReaLife in The Real 
UNUverses of THE ALLIS. Deception Rules 
Cause & Effect Creation and the Gods of 

Man and the Authoritarians on the earth, as 
they are very cleaver and mischievous with 
Deceiving people everyday. Deception leads 

to Demise, and this is what is happening 
with The ALLNatural Environment 

Supporting ALL of US. The unaware masses 
are continually contributing to this 

Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet! The Angel 
People cannot save anyone, nor their 

‘appointed saviors’ who are nothing more 
than Marketing Ploy to the dumbed down 

and drugged public. It is a ‘sweet’ idea with 
the Astral Emotional Love most people 

TapLine each other with, but it will lead to 
diseases and cancers and more unconscious 
lifetimes on earth, as this planet gets more 
contaminated everyday! WWE as Wonderful 

WorldWide Educators with The Real 
UNUversal Guides, provide RealGuidance 

and a RealEducation like no one else! 
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CHEMO THERAPY VOODOO 

“The so-called doctors and medical 
practitioners who ‘strictly’ recommend 
artificial drugs, and especially Chemo 

Therapy, without giving people the option of 
Natural Therapy, have a lot of TapLining 

Cause & Effect Karma in Creation with many 
more lifetimes to come. This is Not a case 
of ‘good or bad’ anything, it is merely Being 

Real with Cause & Effect Karma that 
involves everyone with what they create for 
themselves and others. The basic idea is… if 
they do not WakeUp Now, then they will be 

‘Living’ the same nightmares they are 
administrating to others! People have been 
Warned throughout the ages about Cause & 

Effect Karma and most people use the 
fallacy of ‘belief’ to cover over what is 

actually taking place in Creation. There is 
no ‘belief’ that can outdo the process of 
Cause & Effect Karma, only Singing The 

NUSound, The NU~U, and The 
RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, 
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THE ALLIS, can! Learn to Sing The NU~U 
and Watch Your DreamVisions and Life will 
Show YU, The RealU, ‘What IS Real Now!’ 

DUMBED DOWN TAPLINED & UNAWARE 

“People who Support & Vote for the Political 
& Religious Systems are the Dumbed Down 
TapLined & Unaware, because if they had 
any RealAwareniss, they would be able to 
Seee Behind the False Fronts and what is 
actually taking place with the Political & 
Religious HUman Farming Systems. It is 

more than evident that most people like to 
Support Deception and to be Deceived. And 
even after they do WakeUp to some degree, 

they are still afraid to Be Real with 
ThemSelves. Any type of Fear will hold a 

person to Cause & Effect Karmic Creation 
for more boring lifetimes. There will come a 

day when each person must first face 
themselves and then start their RealJourney 

Beyond Creation. Until YU, The RealU 
Decides, then you will be Trapped & 
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TapLined with the Authoritarians of the 
earth and the fake invented Space Gods! 

The religious, political, spiritual, 
educational, scientific and medical 
Kontrollers like to ‘feel good’ about 

themselves with all the unaware and 
marketed supporters they have. They put on 

the ‘appearance’ of being proud to know 
those who do not really know what The 

Deceptors of the KEK (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations) Systems are actually doing to 
everyone. It is all a ‘fake & false’ pride like 
patriotism that is used to Psychologically 
Kontrol the military and other government 
workers who have a false security idea of 

what is really taking place here. Those who 
‘think’ they know more than Life ITSELF, and 

what they are doing with Agreeing to 
Deception, will just grow old again and 

forget they were ever here! It is a lot more 
fun Being Real & Wonderful… Give it a try! 
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FEAR GETS YOU NOTHING 

“Of course, a soldier going into battle is 
afraid, but he still does it. Stepping up to the 

plate to hit the ball when everyone is 
watching can be nerve racking, but if don’t, 
you will never know. When I first went out 

into the public with what I had learned from 
The Real UNUversal Guides, I was very 

nervous, but I still did it! There are so many 
Wonderful People who know “What IS Real 
Now’ and they still hold back, because they 

are afraid and unsure of themselves, and the 
biggest fear is what ‘others’ will think about 

them. So many hold ‘near & dear’ their 
personal life and ideas of what they are 

doing here on earth. After millions of 
lifetimes of living on so many different 
worlds and dimensions, is it really so 

important to live the same distorted life you 
once lived? With what is really happening on 

the earth Now, is there realistically any 
future here, except more lifetimes of the 

same drudgery and struggle with the 
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Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule 
this planet? Hide for as long as you want, 

but you will never Seee The Real UNUverses 
and have The RealFreedom you want, until 

YU, The Real, is ready to Completely Expose 
YourSelf to Standing with The RealGuides 

who know The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect 
Creation. Stay afraid of the Authoritarians 
and their invented gods and play with the 

Astral Love & Light so many do, and you will 
stay Trapped & TapLined for more of the 

same Deception you are Agreeing to Right 
Now… Have Fun Deciding! 

WORLD TAPLINING ALERT 

“The unaware outnumber the Aware People 
on this planet. Even those who are Aware 

more than others often know nothing about 
Astral Taplining. As long as the majority of 

people are without RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation, then this world will continue 

its demise. There is a world collective 
consciousness that keeps Agreeing with 
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those who are destroying The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports ALL of US. 

People can pretend and ‘believe’ there are 
no ChemTrails, Mind Kontrolling 

Microwaves, Lethal Vaccines, GMO 
TEKFood, and so much more that is infecting 

and poisoning everything, including Astral 
TapLining, but it is all still happening and 

each person on this planet is the Effect for 
this lifetime and more to come. Almost 

everyone is Astral TapLined by the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule the earth. 
The LA LA Land Play Yard idea that many 

people ‘think’ is a really good lifestyle here, 
is nothing more than a setup for HUman 
Farming. The Authoritarians on the earth 
with their invented Space Gods, Kontrol 

everything here. No matter what policies are 
made and broadcasted to ‘look good’ are 

nothing more than Marketing Ploy to 
hypnotize people into Agreeing with those 

who will continually rule over others. 
WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
have The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect 
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Creation. You have been misled by the KEK 
(Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) Systems 
to ‘believe’ that being Kontrolled in Cause & 
Effect Creation by officials on the earth and 

Space Gods in the sky is all there is with 
The Whole of Life. Beyond Creation there IS 

Real UNUverses of RealFreedom. WWE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 
like no one else! Simply Sing The NUSound, 
The NU~U, and Watch Your DreamVisions 
and Let Life Show YU, The RealU, ‘What IS 

Real Now!’ 

YOUR BIGGEST CHALLENGE IS… 

“…RECOGNIZING YOUR REALAWARENISS! 
From Lifetime to lifetime, YU, The RealU, 
has been searching for The NUWay Out of 
Cause & Effect Creation. You have been 

marketed and fooled for eons by the 
FearMongers, the Authoritarians and their 

invented gods! This is how real the 
‘simulator’ of Creations seems to be so. You 

have always dreamt of there being more, 
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and Now YU Will Seee what YU never have 
before! Simply Sing The NUSound, The 

NU~U, and Watch Your DreamVisions. You 
Must Decide to Be The Real RiskTaker and 
enter The Endless Unknown LifeIS, or Stay 

Lost with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) who rule this planet! Beyond what 

has ever been known on this earth, from the 
political, religious and spiritual systems, 

there IS Something Wonderful & Real to Be 
Discovered Now! Have Fun Deciding! 

HEALTH RANGER THREATENED 

"Health Ranger threatened by Dr. Fata 
chemotherapy victims group after 

attempting to donate immune-boosting 
nutritional supplements to its members 

Tuesday, June 28, 2016 by Mike Adams, the 
Health Ranger. 

File this in the category of "no good deed 
goes unpunished." After making a 

nationwide pledge to donate large volumes 
of immune-supporting vitamin C dietary 
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supplements to victims of Dr. Farid Fata's 
criminal cancer treatment fraud, I have now 
been directly threatened by the delusional 

leaders of the Patients and Families Treated 
by Dr. Fata group for daring to offer 

humanitarian assistance to their members. 
Over the last eight weeks, since announcing 

my Nutrition Rescue donation program, 
myself and my staff have been repeatedly 
and persistently attempting to donate over 

$20,000 worth of non-GMO, laboratory 
verified vitamin C dietary supplements to 

victims of Dr. Farid Fata, the criminal cancer 
doctor now serving 45 years in prison for 

committing massive medical fraud. Despite 
my long track record of making huge non-
profit donations to victims all around the 

world (see the timeline and links below), the 
response to our attempted donations from 

the self-proclaimed "leaders" of the Dr. Fata 
victims group has been nothing short of 

sheer derision bordering on psychopathic 
lunacy. Today the leaders of the group 

hilariously threatened to report me to the 
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FBI for daring to try to donate nutritional 
supplements to them.Yes, you read that 

correctly. This is not a satire piece. Despite 
my long track record of year after year of 

making very large donations of food, 
nutrition and food education grants to 

children, expectant mothers, families in 
developing nations and victims right here in 
the United States, I have finally found the 

bedrock of victimhood insanity in the 
"leaders" of the Dr. Fata victims group. 

When I reached out with a sense of 
compassion, healing and a selfless attempt 
to help fellow brothers and sisters who had 

been victimized by a treacherous cancer 
fraudster, I was treated with derision, hatred 

and threats. 
These cancer fraud victims, you see, have 

been told by some ignorant doctor that 
vitamin C is worthless. And they've been so 

brain damaged by Dr. Fata that they still 
believe whatever medical lies brainwashed 

doctors tell them. Nobody has told them that 
chemotherapy strips vitamin C and other 
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nutrients from the body leaving patients in a 
state of nutritional deficiency. They aren't 

interested in hearing that. They just want to 
be victims for as long as possible, it seems, 
while attacking and threatening anyone who 
might actually try to help them. It makes me 

genuinely wonder: Just how badly did Dr. 
Fata's illegal chemotherapy damage these 

people, anyway? (Seriously, that's not a 
flippant insult. I am genuinely concerned 

that "chemo brain" side effects have 
damaged the brains of these people beyond 
any ability to reason, and I don't know how 

to help them anymore. And keep in mind that 
if McDonald's had offered to donate $20,000 

in Chicken McNuggets to this group, they 
would have no doubt welcomed it with open 

arms, celebrating the McDonald's 
corporation as being "compassionate" to 

cancer fraud victims. Check out my 
exhaustive history of food and emergency 
donations to people in need In providing 
context to all this, I have a long, well-

documented and unassailable history of 
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making large and numerous contributions to 
all sorts of victims of earthquakes, 

tsunamis, floods and other catastrophes... 
HR 

YOUR REALPURPOSE NOW 

“The Mass Majority will always be in the 
Dark (and very realistically) as to what 

Creation is. The know-it-alls on the earth 
(those who are doing the most damage to 

the planet and The ALLNatural Environment 
that Supports ALL of US) have convinced 

themselves they know what they are doing 
here and what LifeIS all about. They profess 
to know more than Life ITSELF. For those of 

YU, The RealU, who want to BeMore & 
SeeeMore than the Social Gathering 

Systems of Earth, such as the political, 
religious spiritual, educational and scientific 
inventions… Simply Sing The NUSound, The 
NU~U… Watch Your DreamVisions… Let Life 
Show YU ‘What IS Real Now!’ Then when you 
are ready, get involved in one of our Skype 
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Groups and Become MoreAware and 
eventually Free from Cause & Effect 

Creation. WWE are Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators and WWE will show YU how to 

Discover Your RealPurpose! 

Do You Like YOUR ASTRAL TAPLINING 
FRIENDS? 

“YOU have been One-Dimensionalized with 
The Designed Matrix all over this world that 
was created by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS). Life in Creation is Cause & Effect, 
and You have Agreed to be the Effect of 

everything around You! Because You have 
been so Cleverly & Creatively Conditioned to 
everything that has been invented for You to 
Agree to, it is very easy for You to Agree to 
whatever is marketed to You that so many 

other unaware, dumbed down and One-
Dimensionalized People Agree to. This does 

sound funny, and You are doing this 
everyday as You are contributing to The 

Ultimate Demise of The ALLNatural 
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Environment that Supports ALL of US! Until 
You decide Something NU & Wonderful, then 
You will be heading into more unconscious 

lifetimes and deformed embodiments of 
even worse conditions that already exist 

Now. 
“Why are some people So Afraid to Sing The 

NUSound, The NU~U? There are many 
‘reasons’ for this, and a few example would 
be… “What will my friends think of me?” or 
“What about my ‘social status’ among the 
community?” or “I could lose my friends!” 

HAHAHA… Of course You will lose your Old 
TapLining friends, the ones who are Astrally 
TapLined with the Ruling RATS of earth! Do 
You really want to stay ‘bonded’ to THEM 
(TapLining HUman Eating Martians) when 
You now know they are infecting You? At 
first You will, because You have created 
Emotional TapLining (ET) with THEM, and 
this can be so sacred to You. This then 

becomes the difference between 
RealFreedom Now with The Real UNUversal 
Guides & The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, 
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and Agreeing to Restricting Astral TapLining 
Bondage… You Decide! Are your friends and 
family into politics, religion, spiritual paths, 
standard education, scientific hazards, or 
just your day to day business pollution? 
Then, Your Friends are Astrally TapLined 
and they want You to Stay TapLined with 
THEM! Of course Your Literal Conditioned 

Mind from Your MiliTerrorized Education will 
not Agree to what I am presenting, because 
it does not make sense according to all the 

Deception & Distortion You have already 
Agreed to with your life on earth. It really 
does ‘seem’ to be okay to poison & pollute 
everything and then expect everything to 

keep working as it has. WakeUp Now or Stay 
Lost & Asleep for more lifetimes of 9 to 5 

Drudgery! Have Fun Deciding! 

HEALTH RANGER WATER WARNING 

(NaturalNews) We really have reached a 
point of such insanity across human 

civilization that governments have become 
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the terrorists who actively seek to harm and 
kill off the people. The latest example 

demonstrating this very point is the fact that 
the EPA just announced its plan to allow 

gigantic increases in the allowable 
radioactivity in drinking water... increasing it 

by over 3,000 times in the case of 
radioactive Iodine-131... while calling it 
"safe" to drink even though it's almost 

certain to give you cancer. In this public EPA 
document, the agency says it was ordered 

by President Obama's Executive Order 
12656 (section 1601(2)) to "[d]evelop, for 

national security emergencies, guidance on 
acceptable emergency levels of nuclear 

radiation...." 
In this report, the EPA warns that a nuclear 
"incident" may strike the United States, and 
if people are going to drink the radioactive 

water, somebody needs to decide how much 
radioactivity Americans will be allowed to 

consume. From the EPA report: A large scale 
radiation contamination incident could 

impact the United States, driving the need 
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for a pre-established drinking water PAG. 
EPA is proposing a two-tiered intermediate 

phase drinking water PAG of 100 mrem 
projected dose in the first year for infants, 

children and pregnant or nursing women and 
500 mrem projected dose in the first year for 
the general population. 250 chest X-Rays per 
year, directed at your thyroid gland. For the 
record, the allowable exposure now being 

pushed by the EPA is equivalent to 250 chest 
X-Rays in a single year, says ECO Watch. 

That's a dose that's almost certain to cause 
cancer. Allowable levels of specific 

radioactive elements would also be raised to 
obscene exposure levels. As reported by 

ECOwatch.com: 
For example, radioactive iodine-131 has a 

current limit of 3 pico-curies per liter (pCi/L), 
in water but the new guidance would allow 

10,350 (pCi/L), 3,450 times higher. For 
strontium-90, which causes leukemia, the 
current limit is 8 pCi/L; the new proposed 
value is 7,400 pCi/L, a 925-fold increase. 
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Even more astonishing -- and surprising to 
those who think Obama is good but Bush 

was bad -- is the fact that Obama's new EPA 
levels are vastly higher than the limits 

established under President Bush. From 
ECOwatch.com: The Bush Administration 
proposal for strontium 90 was 6,650 pCi/L; 

the new proposal is 7,400 pCi/L. For 
iodine-131, the Bush proposal was 8,490 pCi/

L; the new proposal is 10,350 pCi/L. For 
cesium-137, the proposal was for 13,600 pCi/

L; Obama “beats” Bush with a value of 
16,570 pCi/L. 

Under Obama's new rules, the EPA can tell 
entire cities it's "safe" to drink deadly 

radioactive water that's almost certain to 
kill you. What's the point of raising these 
allowable radioactivity levels to obscene 
new heights? It's all about creating the 

"official science narrative" whereby 
incompetent, arrogant government officials 

can tell entire cities of nuclear terrorism 
victims, "Go on! Drink the water! The EPA 
says it's safe!" If you believe even one tiny 
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scrap of "science" coming out of the EPA, 
you're a fool. The EPA is a widely discredited 

anti-science propaganda ministry that 
eradicated nearly all legitimate scientists 
decades ago, back in the 1990's. The only 
scientists that currently work for the EPA 

today are those who are willing to abandon 
real science and distort all their research 

and findings for political purposes. Privately, 
they will all tell you that no real science is 

tolerated at the EPA. With this radiation 
decision, the EPA cements its position as 

the Environmental POLLUTION Agency 
which now systematically pollutes the air, 

water and soil, poisoning hundreds of 
millions of people and even labeling as 

"safe" toxic water that just might kill you. 
It's now so bad that even the pro Big 

Government environmentalists are freaking 
out and decrying the EPA's sheer stupidity. 

When even the environmentalists are 
horrified by the EPA's actions, you know the 

agency has really gone off the rails. Your 
Best Solution IS... 
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“SING THE NU~U” 
“WATCH YOUR DREAMS” 

LET LIFE SHOW YU!” 

YOU CAN AGREE to BE FREE NOW 

YOU CAN AGREE to BE FREE NOW… 
“You can Agree with ‘Your Mind’ to Be Free, 
but you are not really free, you just ‘Think’ 

you are. You have been taught and 
conditioned to ‘Think’ with your mind and 

‘Believe’ that whatever you ‘Think’ will be so. 
Can you build a house from what you think 
only, or is your imagination along with your 
thinking merely part of the process to have 

the house built? Of course you use your 
mind to think and consider building the 

house, but you also need the materials and 
the knowledge to build it. So, when people 
‘Think’ they are Free, they really are Not! 
RealFreedomIS, not the ‘implied’ freedom 

that is marketed to the unaware and 
dumbed down public from the political, 

religious, spiritual, educational and 
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scientific institutions, and is moreso than 
you can ever imagine, and it takes 

RealCourage with YU, The RealU, to where 
YU must Be The Real RiskTaker to 

accomplish RealFreedom Now! It will be so 
much easier for you to just ‘Think’ you are 

free with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) who rule the earth with their 
Marketing Ploy to Deceive you! The 

Deceptors are the WarLords of the Physical 
& Astral Realms. They can ShapeShift and 

‘appear’ to be like you. When you Agree with 
all their Deception, they like you, but when 

YU, The RealU, starts to WakeUp and 
Become MoreAware, then they will be 

watching YOU! When you Sing The NUSound, 
The NU~U, YU will begin to have The 

RealConnection & RealProtection with The 
Real UNUversal Guides & The TruReality 

LifeIS, THE ALLIS. WakeUp with 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation or Stay 
Lost & Asleep for more unconscious karmic 
lifetimes with the RATS who Rule… YOUR 

CHOICE! 
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CHEMTRAILS USA, GERMANY, EUROPE, 
EVERYWHERE 

“CHEMTRAILS ARE EVERYWHERE… Most 
people do not know that ChemTrails are for 
the Elimination of most of the populations 
on this planet! WAKEUP… YOUR CHILDREN 
DO NOT KNOW THIS! Your Children are The 
Future Now! If YOU Do Not know this then 
YOU are DAH! Actually, YOU are Dumbed 
Down Stupid, because whether You know 
this or not, You are Totally Effected into 

more unconscious lifetimes with Deformed 
Bodies! The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 

who rule this planet are the ones who are 
Astrally TapLining YOU in Your Dreams! The 

United States Deceptors are doing the 
ChemTrails and ISIS all over this world! 

There is so much more to this, so WWE as 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators strongly 

suggest YOU Do Your Homework and 
WakeUp Now or Stay Lost… Your Choice! 
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EVERYONE IS A FREEBEING of REALLIGHT 

“EVERYONE IS ALREADY A FREEBEING of 
REALLIGHT… The difference between each 

of us is the Realization & Recognition of 
who we really are. It is not a matter of 

creating something that makes us who we 
are, it is a matter of creatively using what 
Creation is and what we are experiencing 

here to eventually WakeUp to who we are, a 
FreeBeing of RealLight. What we are each 

experiencing in this very moment with what 
has already been created is mostly 

Distortion according to something that 
aligns itself with The Whole of Life and is a 

RealBenefit for us to WakeUp, and at the 
same time, when YU, The RealU, are able to 

Recognize the Deception that has been 
created here, then you have a better chance 
to Seee Beyond Cause & Effect Creation into 

The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. 
“You have purposely been taught Distortion 

& Deception to keep YU, The RealU, 
reincarnating into more lifetimes of the 
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same old drudgery that exists Now. You 
have Agreed to this Deception, because you 

do not know The Whole of LifeIS moreso 
than what you have come to know as 

Creation. Life Makes Sense, and what you 
are experiencing here on earth is a 

‘simulation’ of a life, a Designed Matrix of 
Purposely Planned Restrictions to trick you 

into Agreeing to the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol this planet! 

You can ‘think’ what I am sharing is science 
fiction and conspiracy theory, but you are 
right in the middle of it! You can Stay Lost 

as a follower of the Gods of Man, who were 
invented by the RATS, or a member of a 
master or guru, as this is always Your 
Choice. Everything in Creation implies 

Restriction! There are NO RESTRICTIONS in 
The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom with 

THE ALLIS! YU ARE A FREEBEING of 
REALLIGHT ALWAYS! 
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YOUR REALJOURNEY and YOUR 
RELATIONSHIPS 

“We are ALL in the Same Life… This IS Real. 
We each decide whatever we want to while 

we are here. We are in Creation, a 
‘fabrication’ from The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS. Most people have Not come into the 
Recognition of their RealAwareniss, so they 

consider Creation to be the ultimate as a 
child would consider what they are 

experiencing at a young age with what is 
really taking place on this world. The 

unaware masses do not know The 
RealHistory of this world, as they have been 

Deceived and Marketed by the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) who first invaded 
this planet. The RATS have created the 

political, religious, spiritual, educational and 
scientific institutions. The Gods of Man and 

worshiping and praying are originally 
sacrificial ideas that the RATS implanted in 

people’s minds and their other unseen 
bodies to Kontrol them, and these distorted 
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ideas are more than evident today and the 
effects they have had, which contributes to 
the Demise of The ALLNatural Environment 

Supporting ALL of US. Politics and the 
others institutions I have named are like 
VooDoo to people who are unconsciously 

Astrally TapLined by the RATS in their 
Dreams. The DevilDemon Gods have been 
invented to scare people into a Subliminal 
Submission of Slavery of Fear for untold 

lifetimes. To most, this is like science fiction 
and conspiracy theory. WakeUp and Learn to 

Seee what is taking place right in front of 
YOU and Watch Your DreamVisions! 

“Your RealJourney is to discover The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, and then Learn 

to Recognize What ‘IT’ IS. Those who are 
still asleep can only see what has been 

created on this earth as something bigger 
than The Whole of Life, as many people have 

become the know-it-alls and consider they 
know more than Life ITSELF! The know-it-
alls demonstrate themselves every day, as 

these are the people who are doing the most 
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destruction to The Natural Environment. 
Along with our experience in time and 

space, Cause & Effect Creation, is what we 
have come to know as Our Relationships. We 

have decided to label Our Relations as 
fathers, mothers, sisters and brothers and 

so on. This does make sense in its own way 
with what we each experience here, and 
there is also a Bigger Picture that most 
people do not Seee, and that is YU, The 

RealU, is already a FreeBeing of RealLight, 
which only YU can decide to Explore, 

Realize and eventually Recognize along with 
THE ALLIS. The PerfectPosition for YOU that 
is possible is a RealRelationship of Being to 

Being, without the over-emotional 
attachment to what does not make sense 

with Your RealJourney to RealFreedom Now. 
It is Not the Fake Gods that decide Your 

Life… YU DO! You have been taught 
Distortion, and as long as you Agree to it, 

then you will stay here unaware. What 
brings you and others back here for more 

unconscious lifetimes is mainly your 
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distorted ideas with the Relationships you 
have created and Your Emotional 

Attachments with Your Relationships. It is 
not about ‘good or bad’ as it is about Choice. 

Only YOU can decide to have Your 
RealAdventure with The Whole of Life and 

Become MoreAware and Stand in 
RealFreedom in The Real UNUverses beyond 

Creation, or Stay Lost and Emotionally 
Attached to body forms and the ideas with 
them in the PsycRealms of Cause & Effect 

Creation. It is Always Your Choice! 

ASK DR. EKorcism on FACEBOOK 

THE REAL STORY of REBAZAR TARZS & 
PAUL TWITCHELL… 

“Paul Twitchell & Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides… Never advocated any 

type of Worshiping and Prayer to the Space 
Gods of Man. Paul started off with the ‘god’ 

idea to babysit people along as the first step 
with what he was presenting. There is so 

much more to this RealAdventure and I will 
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be sharing this in NUBook Nine, ‘REBAZAR 
TARZS & PAUL TWITCHELL THE REAL 

STORY’ 
For now, I will say that Darwin Gross and 

Harold Klemp were supposed to implement 
the next stages into what I, as Duane The 

Great Writer, have created with The 
NUPresentation. The first stage was 

babysitting the members with the ‘god’ idea, 
then with the ‘Sugmad’ idea, and finally with 

THE ISNESS, Paul had written about and 
Rebazar referred to in Paul’s books. Darwin 
and Harold have been taken over by what I 

refer to as ‘The Influence’ which is a 
Kontrolling Consciousness Agreement thru 
all the Five PsycRealms of Cause & Effect 
Creation and the Mistress of the Kalaum 

DevilGod most religious and spiritual people 
worship and pray to. When Reptilian Joanny 
married HarOld, the RATS moved right into 

the Astral Bodies of the membershrimps and 
TapLined all of them. This is why so many 
are getting illnesses and cancers. Beyond 

Creation IS The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
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ALLIS. Darwin and Harold never had The 
RealAwareniss to Recognize THE ALLIS, so 

they have become ‘self-absorbed’ 
Kontrollers with the One World Order (OWO) 

and the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
who Kontrol this planet with their Designed 
Karmic Matrix. They both stole Paul’s Title 
and never earned it. Ask Rebazar Tarzs & 
Paul Twitchell & The RealGuides on The 

RealSide LifeIS, as you Sing NU~U, and You 
will be shown in Your DreamVisions! The HU, 
OM. AUM, Amen, words are VooDoo Reptilian 
Religions with the RATS and the DevilGods 

who Rule Creation! 
ASK DR. EKorcism on FACEBOOK… 
“Hello, I am Dr, EKorcism with the 

Kontrolling Krone Korporation (KKK). I am 
sure that many of you ‘unaware subjects’ 

out there have heard of Exorcism, which is 
supposed to remove ‘Demons’ from a person. 

Well, I have to admit that this has been a 
Marketing Ploy with VooDoo Religions for 
centuries. Along with Astral TapLining, 

which I am an expert at, and with Harry and 
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Joanny Klump of EEKonkon, we actually put 
the ‘Demons back into YOU!’ Just like your 

doctor who gives you Dangerous Drugs, 
Chemo Therapy and Lethal Vaccines, we are 

doing our part with the One World Order 
(OWO) and the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 

(RATS) to make sure ‘Everyone’ is Infected 
with Worshiping and Praying to the 

DemonGods of Man! Do Not Watch Your 
Dreams or You will WakeUp and Seee what 

we are doing! We Are Scary!” 

OLD RELIGIONS can BECOME~NU 
OLD KONTROLLING POLITICIANS can 

BECOME~NU 

“The NUSound, The NU~U, IS For Everyone! 
The NU~U, IS The NUWay & The 

RealConnection with Rebazar Tarzs & The 
Real UNUversal Guides beyond Cause & 

Effect Creation. People have been burdened 
and tortured for untold lifetimes with the 
Space Gods who rule over everyone with 

their HUman Authoritarian Ruling 
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Manipulators (HARM). Yes it is so, there is a 
‘Good’ side to the Gods of Man, as they still 

keep YU, The RealU in Agreement with 
reincarnation and karma for ongoing 

lifetimes! There is also the DarkSide to the 
Worshiped Gods with those who HARM 
others with the HUman Farming on this 
earth! Most unaware people who follow 

earthly religions and the invented gods and 
their ‘savior promises’ keep coming back 
here as this planet gets worse and worse! 

Sing The NU~U and Watch Your 
DreamVisions and Life Will Show YU… ‘What 
IS Real Now!’ WWE are Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators and WWE are here for Everyone to 

Be Free Now! 

DID GOD WILL THE DEVIL THE EARTH? 

“It is more than evident in the last two 
hundred years or so that, The ALLNatural 

Environment Supporting ALL of US has 
become so poisoned and polluted and 

destroyed! Is this Gods Will or did the Devil 
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do this? And who is going to fix everything? 
Will God and His Saviors come back soon? 

Most people are so unaware of The Whole of 
Life and that the Gods of Creation are not 
what people ‘Think’ they are. LifeIS Bigger 
than Creation and what is taking place on 

this planet from all the Choices & 
Agreements people have made for 

themselves. Most people want to ‘pretend’ 
some sort of lifestyle here that has nothing 

to do with The Actuality LifeIS. Learn to 
WakeUp and Seee what You are Agreeing to! 
The Gods of Man are fine with themselves in 

their heavens and it is up to You to find 
them! But guess what… There is so much 

more than the gods and their little heavens, 
there IS The Real UNUverses of 

RealFreedom beyond Cause & Effect 
Creation! 
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SING NU~U at YOUR NEXT FUNERAL 

“Do you want to Be The Star of Your Next 
Funeral? Then Take The Risk and Sing The 
NUSound, The NU~U! When You Sing The 

NU~U, The Real UNUversal Guides will 
escort the person crossing over to their first 
place on the Astral Realm. As they learn to 

develop themselves they can continue 
onward to The Real UNUverses of 

RealFreedom Beyond Cause & Effect 
Creation! 

THE REAL CANIDIDATES NOW 

“WWE are The Real Candidates Now of Free 
Choice! Hello, I am Duane The Great Writer 
and I am in The United States of America, 
which ‘seems’ to be a Democracy and has 
the appearance’ of The Land of The Free, 

which is really HUman Farming like the rest 
of this planet. When it comes to Elections, 

the ‘idea’ is that you have a choice between 
‘supposedly’ two different candidates or 
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political parties, and then there is also the 
Independent Candidates, who are usually 

frowned upon by the Political Kontrollers of 
the ‘supposed’ Democratic Vote. All this 

Deception is fine, as it is all part of The Real 
WakeUp Now for Everyone! Not Everyone 

will ‘Seee’ what is really taking place on this 
Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet, and so 

they will continue to reincarnate 
unconsciously into future embodiments, 
until they do WakeUp! The Really Great 
News IS… WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators are Here & Now for YU, The 

RealU, to WakeUp and Be Free from Cause & 
Effect Creation! WWE are The Candidates of 
RealChoice & RealFreedom Now! WWE are 

Not with any political party, WWE are 
Wonderful FreeBeings of RealLight with The 
Whole of Life and what WWE are presenting 
to this world as Our RealAdventure. YU, The 

RealU, can WakeUp with US, or stay in 
Agreement with what has been created as 

mostly Deception on this earth. YU really do 
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have Your Choice Now, as this has always 
been so! 

WWE are THE REAL WAKEUP NOW 

“WWE are who Everyone is looking for, but 
most people do not know this yet. After 

thousands of lifetimes being suppressed and 
set into hard labor from the Kontrolling 

Systems as subjects & slaves, those who 
are ready to ‘Earn Their Way Out’ of Cause & 

Effect Creation will Find US! Some people 
are waking up to the HUman Farming the 

political and religious systems have create 
on this planet, but what they are discovering 

is only the first steps on this One-
Dimensionalized Matrix World. Most people 
still blindly worship and pray to the Space 
Gods and are still awaiting their saviors to 

return, as these are the ‘ideas’ the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) have invented 

centuries ago to keep the unaware masses 
dumbed down. WWE are here for Everyone. 
Everything that is taking place on this earth 
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is for YU, The RealU, to WakeUp. YU always 
have the choice to do this, or Stay Lost here 

for more lifetimes of an even worse 
environment to come! 

WWE are DreamGuides for ALL 

“TELL US YOUR DREAMS… WWE are 
DreamGuides for ALL! Everyone is having 

RealSide DreamExperiences, which are The 
First Steps to Waking Up in Cause & Effect 

Creation. You have a new body and mind this 
lifetime and you do not remember you were 
here before. WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 

Educators show YU, The RealU, how to 
Become MoreAware & SelfSufficient & Get 

Your Own Answers with Life. Your 
DreamVisions are a Huge NUDoorway to 

NUWorlds & Real UNUverses beyond 
Restricting Creation! Sing The NUSound, 

The NU~U, and have RealExperiences with 
The Real UNUversal Guides of The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. YU are so 
much more than just HUman Farming!
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